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INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this thesis is to trace the origins of the ideas 
of Prince Sabahaddin" an ottoman politician, sociologist and 
moralist who lived at the later part of the 19th and the early 
part of the 20th centuries, 

I hope to ass e s s whether hi s sugge s tions and the solutions he 
offered for the revitalization of the ottoman Empire still have 
any l"elevance to the current problE!ms of today I s developing 
societies. To this aim. I adopted the method of biographic 
analysis, since it would not be possible to evaluate Prince 
Sabahaddin and his ideas independently from his environment and 
his life experience. 

I have chosen him and his v.Jerks as the subject matter of thts 
thesis, for he was among those 19th century Ottoman 
intellectuals who lAlere rnainly intE!rested in the new ideas tn 
order to discover some solutions for the immediate problems of 
their country, and whOSE! works later formed the basis for the 
subsequE~nt developments of 20th century polit.ical - thought of 
his countr'y 

In his search for a solution that would stop the decline of his 
countlny; Prince Sabahaddin, like many of his contempolnariE!s I 

chose the teachings of western world. His choice could be more 
revealing when compared wi th the others I because he was not 
only coming From the ruling family who had first-hand knowledge 
of the exist.ing problems of the country but also he lJ.laS given 
the best .'available education of his time which included the 
teachings of both western and eastern cultures for he was 
expected to be one of the future statemen of his country. 

He found his answers in the studies of sociology whtch was then 
emerging as a special discipline among the social sciences 
toward the end of 19th century. He made his debut - into the 
political life at the very young age he soon became one of the 
leading poli tician of his time, He led the so called Young 
Turks opposition movement against the sultan in Europe. He was 
mostly supported by the minority groups of Empire who found his 
ideas approplniate for their own political ends, Theref:Ore. wi th 
his ideas. he not only represented the political viE!wS of many 
Ottomans but also made an impact on the intellectual life and 
the scientific works of the country through his sociological 
studies of the school of la Science Sociale. His idE!as can 
illustrate us how the 19th-century European thought and Science 
Sociale influencE!d Ottoman thought. More specifically lJ.Je can 
see how one Ottoman intellectual barrowed certain ideas from 
the European context in his attE!mpt to prov1.de solut1.ons for 
his country. 
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a)Major Currents of Ottoman Thought in the 19th Century 
and Prince Sabahaddin 

What also made 19 th cent.ury Ottomans so interest.ing to st.udy 
is t.he fact that a huge empire. with so many different 
nationalities under her rule. was experiencing a speedy decline 
after centuries of ascendancy. Now the Empire was struggling to 
stand against the rising pOlAJE~rS of t.he west. but despite all 
the efforts it made. it was not able to escape disintegration. 
the European powers took every occasion to annex parts of its 
territory. 

During the earlieln part of the century. in order to stop the 
worsening in the countlny I s situation. the Ottoman governmE!nt 
had declared a packet of political reforms based on the ideas 
which were mostly imported from the West. As known. among these 
reform programmes was the Tanzimat movement, But the 
application of such reforms deepened the conflicts and quarrels 
that. E!xisted beh.Jeen various gihOUpS in t.he soci.ety which 1}..Jere 
later lAJidenE:~d under t.he pre?sure of the outside forces to the 
extent of causing a life and death struggle of the country. 

One of the characteristics of Ottoman Empire was that until the 
end of the 18th century all the reform movements introduced in 
the' country had always been iniated by the goverment itself. 
But with thE~ arrival of 19th century. the poliU,cal situati.on 
both at home and abroud furt.her deterioted. This time. the 
gOVelnnmE!nt. was not only under thE! pressure of external powers 
who weihe dernanding changes in the administration policies of 
her interDal affairs but also her own people including for the 
first tin're the intellectuals of the country. who openly showed 
their dissatisfaction with the administrative policies of the 
government and demanded constitut.ional reforms. 

The response of the government to the demands of foreign powers 
was the declaration of Tanzimat Decree (1839) which basicly 
aimed to please her Christian subjects together with their 
foreign suppor'ters, This marked the beginning of a new era in 
the political life of Empire for it was brought by the 
pressures of outside forces and not brought by the government 
itself which had always had been the case in the past. 

From then onwards. the government with the consequences of 
further military defeats had become subject to the cE!aseless 
reform demands of European powers which challanged her own very 
existange, The motive behind the reform demands of foreign 
powers was the fact that they all wanted to grab a piece of 
land from her possessions as they made their intentions open 
du~ing the Vienna Congress of (1853-55) under the issue of 
Ea stern pi'oblem, 
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It was also during this time, the public opposition in istanbul 
started to gather its momentum against the political powers of 
Sultan as they publicly called for the adobtation of a 
Constitutional government system in the Empire. They lAlere all 
well intended but lacked the support oC masses and first came 
to public notice during the Abdulaziz reign when they fot~med 
thedr committee whose members wel~e called tlNelJJ ottomans II. 
Among them, the most famous were Namik Kemal, Ebuzziya Tevfik, 
Ziya Pasa, Ali Suavi and ;iinasi. These intellectuals who were 
clearly under the influence of 18th century political events 
and thoughts of France, expressed the feelings of many Ottomans 
in their writings which were published in the newspaper of 
t!ur-r1E-t. __ and Muhbir by asking from the gOIJernmE!nt for more 
justice, freedom, equality and fraternity 

Their opportunate moment came when Abdulaziz was dethroned and 
Abdulhamid promised them that he would declare consti·tution if 
he succeded him. He kept his word when he was made Sultan as he 
declared the first Constitution and appointed Mithad Pasha as 
thE! head of the first Ottoman Parliament. But aftE!r a berief 
pel"iod he dissolved the parliament, SE:mt its prominent members 
to exile and rule!d the country with single hand. - Fl"om then 
onwards those intellectuals who continued their political 
opposition against Sultan Abdulhamid either worked secretly in 
istanbul or went to Europe and joined the opposition groups. 
HowevE!r, they were spli t wi th respect to the solution of the 
country I s problems as they had var'ious ideas which they put 
fOrlJJard to pl"event the decline of their country. They, which 
included the" old membelnS of the Nel,,' Ottomans committee, 
continued their opposi tion movement in their nE!wly formed The 
Union and,.' Progress party. But as we shall see in the following 
pages the gr'oups were so diverse in their political thoughts, 
they failed to achieve a strong and consistent OPPOSition 
against the government of Abdulhamid who in the meantime was 
tr'ying to put his own lneform, known as 'Panislamism' which 
aimed to unify the country. In the realization of this 
obj ective, Abdulhamid expected t.o benefi t from the support of 
all Muslims in the world. 

Among theSE! various ideas Prince Sabahaddin unlike his 
contemporaries looked for t.he solution in the change of the 
social stl"ucture. of the society. His approach which was new 
when compared lAlith the existing ones ,brought· some different 
and original explanations. For example he was t.he first man in 
Turkey who advocated the need for structural changes before any 
refolnmaction was t.aken. It was t.his aspect of his activities 
which made us choose him as the subject of our thesis. 
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b)19th Century Social Sciences in Europe 
and Prince Sabahaddin 

The 19th century was an era of great social and economic change 
for European societies I a period in IAlhich technological and 
s cienti f1. c di s coveries ac ce lera ted. Changes, of course I meant 
new social problems for the social sci.entists to solve I that 
is, to develope scientific theories that would explain the 
working of social phenomenon. Unsurprisingly they employed 
scientific methods in their works for it was clear from the 
results of scientists of the other disciples that the solutions 
or E!Xp1.anat1.ons of problems were only possib1e by the 
employment of scient1.fic methods. Hence the name pos1.tivist 
given to' the social scientists of the period who believed that 
there E!xisted social laws like natural laws, and consequently 
aimed to formulate, like evolutionary theor1.es of physics and 
biology etc .. , a theory of evolution of human societies .. 

The fundamental idea of the theory of social evolution revolved 
around the process of gl~owth and decline of human societies 
whose course of the development has been found in various 
evolutionary stages with the emphasis has been on t~e idea that 
the 1ives of societies has always been subject to a continuous/-
change (dynamism). ' 

This theory, together with the theory of Darwin, a 19th century 
biologist whose theory of evolution which was then fbund on the 
idea of compatition and natural selection, dominated the ideas 
of 19th century European thought despite the fact that these 
two theories were the outcomes of the works of tlAIO different 
disciples: But in effect they reinforced each othelns I findings 
and reached to the minds of European public as a single concept. 

Among the supporters of the theory of social evolution the most 
well knowns were Comte, Hegel, Marx, Spencer and Durkheim. 
Altough the explanations of social phenomenon of these min were 
all based on the theory of social evolution their explanations 
of the evolutionary stages that the human societies experienced 
in the course of their progress and development, differed 
widely from one another. 

The detE!rminingfactor in the course of advancement of human /' 
societies in the theories of these man, according to Comte it 
was human knowledge , to Hegel it was frE!edom, t.O Marx it was 
the means of production, while Spencer thought everything, that 
is I thE!· development of all social phenomena (e. g. 
social-political institutions) as well as the development of 
all natural phenomena, had an evolutionary direction which he 
des cribed as "homogeneity to heterogenei ty ". Where as Dud<heim 
emphasised the importance of the funct1.onal relat1.onship that 
exist between the members of society with its evolutionary 
di re ction in s tru cturally bel. ng from mE!C hanj cal so 1. idari ty to 
brganic solidarity. 
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The effects of the writings of these men on the politicians of 
the Europe as well as the politicians of the rest of the world 
has been grt1at (enormous). For example Hegel ' s IAlritings not 
only personified the Prussian state but also found its way to 
Hitler's Germany, while Marx's ideas not only formed basis for 
the state ideology of today's Soviet governtment but also 
influenced the politicians of many other countries of the world 
in their selection of their government methods, e.g. China. 

However to underst.and the early developments of theSE! 
sociological thoughts but much more so their relevance and 
their affects to thE! 19th century Ottomans it lA!ould be better 
to glance back to the 18 century ideological devE!lopments of 
Fr'ance which in the end led to the revolution of 1789. The 
imminent issue then for the social scientists of the period was 
to find out the best political system IAJhtch would solve or' at 
least improve the existing social problems (e.g. poverty, 
political injustice) of· the French society. Social concepts 
like ltberty, fraternity and equality were the main social 
goals that the 1789 revolution aimed to achieve. The 
introduction of these ideas to the public were made possible by 
the works of men like Voltaire, Montesquies and Rou~seau whose 
studies aimed to find the best social methods in the 
adm~nistl~ation system of thetr countries. According to their 
findings for example Rousseau argued for democracy whereas 
Monte s quie s argued for the cons ti t.utional s y s tern a 5 the b€~s t 
type of government system. 

The innovative findings of these three men not only influenced 
the work 5 ,of social s cientis ts of the later periods but had a 
direct i~pact (especially Rousseau) on the ideas of the 
co-founders of USA government in the determination of the 
government method of their country. However it was not only USA 
government but the politics of the whole world affected by the 
ideas of these men among them of course 19th century Ottoman 
intellectuals who wer'e partly responsible for the introduction 
of the first and the second Constitutions. 

While on the other hand the 19th century political thoughts in 
Europe were dictated by the ideas of those 19th century social 
scientists the political views were broadly divided into three 
major groups as conservatives, liberals and radicals. Generally 
those who supported the views of these social scientists and 
supported the application of new ideas and human policies into 
the administration policies of their governments, were found 
among the liberals and radicals. Conservatives on the other 
hand were usually found among those whose interest was 
threatened by the over increasing number of social and economic 
changes due to the process of industrialisation which was 
basically originated from application of scientific discoveries 
e. g. steam engine that revolutionized the methods of previous 
production systems and laid the foundations of factory system. 
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The pl~oblems were started when the number of those who liJere 
engaged in industrial jobs increased enormously. The 
industrialists of the period acquired greath wealth lJ.Jhile the 
industrial lJ.JOrkE!rS, found their politic~al muscle through the!ir 
collE!ctive bargaining actions (unions). ThE! direct result in 
the shift of this political balance was a political 
confrontation between the industrialists, the industrial 
woy'kers and those who were not affected by this tl~anformation 
prOCE!SS and hE!ld the political power previously in theil~ hands 
(land ownel~s). 

In this stl"uggle industrial workers adobted and used the idE!as 
of MalhX and othel~ social socialist writers of the period in 
'leir fight to impr'ove their economic and poli tical rights, e. g. 
moY'e wages, better working condi tions, political representation 
thl"ough universal suffrage and in effect they constituted the 
radical IAJing of political stage. While liberals which included 
the pl~esent day industrialists, tradE!rs and those who be!nefited 
from the changing conditions, followed policies which were 
essential for their economic development and process, E!.g. fl~ee 
tr'ade policies which were eleborated and repl~esentE!d by the 
writings of Adam Smith who a century ago in his bodk Wealth of 
Nat1.ons expressE!d and defended the benefits of fJ~ee trade and 
"div-rs{on of labour on which the industrialization pl~ocess lJ.Jas 
built. 

But much more to the point was the fact that unlike her main 
rivals who owed their supremacy to their industralization 
process, the 19th century ottoman EmpirE! was still an 
agricultur.e society whose problems welne therefore much similar 
to those" of 17th and 18th century Fl~ance. In consequence the 
wri ti ng s of thos e 18 th century Frenc hmen found mOine followers 
in the Ottoman Empire~ than the wri tings of 19th century 
European social scientists. 

One of the few exceptions to this rule were the ideas of Prince 
Sabahaddin who argued that the problems of Empire were 
stl"uctul"al, thus could not be solved by political means as it 
lJ.Jas suggested by those 18th century Frenchmen whose wri tings 
mainly advocated the ideas like liberty, equality and 
fraternity, which failed to provide quick solutions to the 
existing social problems of 18th century France when they were 
put into practice soon after the revolution. 

As he was studying those sociological' traditions found La 
Science Sociale I s methods much more sui table for the solutions 
to his country's social problems as it was associated with the 
ideas of decentralization and private initiative. 
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There were two major elements in the tradition of emprical 
social research. The first of these to emerge was t:he 
collection and quantification of social data which Durkheim can 
be given as example for this tradi tion; The second, though it 
did not eschew quantification, was more concerned with the 
observation of social life and the development of techniques 
for gathering as well as analyzing social data. 

This second major branch of E!mpirical research t.hat clearly 
originated in France is that associated with the work of 
Frederic Le Play. Though obviously interested in 
quantification, Le Play invented new techniques for both 
gathering and analyzing nonquantitative data. While Le Play is 
per'haps best known for his E:Hnphasis on the empirical 
observation of contemporary social life, particularly his 
studies of family budgets, he was much conce~ned with the 
development of social indicators and with the problems of 
classifitation that arise in the analysis of soci~l data. 

His followers founded a journal with the promissing name of La 
Science Sociale and his school was latE!r labellE!d La SciE!nce 
Socia1e School. 

HOllJever he was not interestE!d in every aspect of La Science 
Soci'a1e teachings. The areas he was mainly interested in were 
thos e parts whi ch studied the idE!nti fi cation, c las s i fica tion, 
and the st.ructural developments of the societies. His 
sociology, if there was any, mostly contained struct.urE!, 
conduct. pel~formance, analyses of the societies, the comparison 
of the mE!t:hods of centralization and decentralization as thE! 
main form~ of government administrations. and various education 
and training methods for the development of the ideal member of 
a society found on the ideas of private initiative. 

It was diffucult for him not to be overwhelmed with the idea of 
private initative as he realized the fact that behind all these 
changes lAlhich caused the industrial revolution and made 
countries like Britain so pOlJJerful. there were individuals who 
had courage, vision and private initiative. It was a period of 
science and as he was looking for ways to stop his country IS 

decline his choice inevitably was made on LaSciE!rlCe Sociale, a 
science which tried to bring scientific explanations to the 
causes of the social phenomena. 

He combined his studies with search for the various types of 
hUman models in order to find the most succesful type of 
individual in which he spent some time studying the educational 
methods of the European countries in search of the best 
training methods neccessary for the members of a society. 
Therefore when Sabahaddin1s sociology is read in the following 
pages the reader should bear in mind the reasons mentioned 
above as the major determinants of h~s sociology. 
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For E~xample in his writings ther'e is not a single word about 
the positive sides of the system of Centralization. As we would 
know from history, the system of centralization had also 
pl~oduced some very succesful results-. He would have bet~n the 
first to admit that the way he did his comparisons was not very 
scientific. Therefore one can not understand the sociology of 
Prince Sabahaddin if he does not understand his motives, and to 
understand his motives one has to first know something about 
his personal life and the environment he lived in (his 
biography). 

c-Advantages and shortcomings of Biographic Analysis 
in Social Sciences 

The main advantage of a biography is the fact that it is the 
only method available to social scientists in their explanation 
of the past social phenomenon while its main disadvantage is to 
l~emain neutral and objective with the facts of their cases. 
Obviously this is a very diffucult thing to achieve becausE~ 
everybody including the social scientists are after all subject 
to the influence of their environment and" their social and 
cultural background. 

But the point is that they have to be objective with the facts 
of 'their case if thE:1Y want to employ biographies as a method 
for a scientific research simply because the aim of any 
scientific research is to provide verifiable information so 
that it can be employed by other people in t.he solution of 
t.heir plnoblE:1rns and for this reason the social scientists can 
not allow themselves to any diversion away from the facts of 
their casB. 

Therefore the difficulties of writing biographies for the 
purpose of scientific research are in fact their disadvantages 
(Sholntcomings), and unless the social scientist.s do not 
overcome these difficulties that is, if they do not remain 
strickly within the boundries of the facts of their cases then 
the outcome of their endavour becomes nothing but a fiction. 

Wi th these in mind I a social scientist encounters his first 
difficulty at the first stage of his research activity during 
when the selection of the facts of case are made. This is also 
the most important stage of the research activity for it 
determines the course and the outcome of the research. The 
difficulty is mostly due to the constant economic, 
technological, demographic etc. changes that take place in our 
environments which make the relative order of importance of the 
parts that constitute those social phenomena unstable. This in 
turn can make ~he recommendation or the application of any past 
finding to the conditions of a different pE!riod meaningless 
because the l.ssues or events do not mainta1.n their relevence 
indefinetely as their constituent factors as well as the degree 

'of their importance_ in relation to each other change with time. 
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The second difficulty ar'ises during when the resE!archer starts 
to arrange tht:~ ol"der of facts (findings) accol~ding to their 
importance for the presentation of his case. The danger here is 
that social scientists despite their training are also 
vulner'able like anyone else to the effects of their cultural 
and social values. So under such cultural influences a social 
scientist over and under consider the importance of some facts 
of the case under investigation and thus in his pl~esentation 
may place some facts of the case in a different order than that 
of the order of actual case, and by doing so the social 
scientist may lead people into misleading ideas and wrong 
conclusions. 

The third and final difficulty arises when the researcher 
s·tal~ts to interpl~et the findings of his case. The problE!lTI here 
is that when there is an element of interpretation there is 
allAlays the danger of the existence of subjectivity and this 
abundantly E!xist in the. body of rnE!thod itself for the simple 
reas on that biographies are di s tinc ly form of art and 
literature and not of science. If the researcher does not 
interpret the results of his findings and stricly remain within 
the boundriE!s of the facts of case then his research rnerE!ly 
becomes a collection of records which can have only value for 
historians. To overcome this difficulty the social scientist 
relies on the existence of past events on which he can base and 
build the interpretation of his findings that are necessary for 
the construction of his case. This is the advantage of 
biographies. Because history is so rich in social events that 
are often validating one another. If you Ii ke it i s Ii ke a huge 
laboratory filled with past social experiments which are at the 
disposal ~of social scientists. Of course they have to be 
careful wi th the distortions and the manipulations that are 
often found in the wri,tings of historians. So biographies can 
be employed as a tool by social scientists in their researches 
provided that they are aware and take notice of its 
difficulties mentioned above. 

During the wri ting of the biography of Prince Sabahaddin my 
interest has been on the political and the social aspects of 
his life. Therefore I tried to present the historical data in 
such an order and emphasis for to draw the attention of the 
reader to the factors which influenced the development of his 
ideas and to the origins and causes of some social and 
political concepts as for they are still in the political 
agenda of today's government leaders. 
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PART I 

LIFE OF PRINCE SABAHADDIN 

"The exact date of Prince Sabahaddin's birthday from the 
official recolhds is no't clear. The year he [Alas born in is 
registered as 1295 (1879) in the book in which the dates of the 
crown family members I births, weddings and deaths were 
recorded, and this book is at the present kept in the Ottoman 
State AI"chives of the Prime Minister. The dates in this book 
were according to the Arabic Calender which was in use during 
the period.Although the days and the months of the birthdays of 
the dynasty members were normally recorded in this book, Prince 
Sabahaddin I s day and the month of his birth welne somehow not 
s ta ted. A c cording t.O his brothE!r Ahmed Lutfullah, Prince 
Sabahaddin was born in the Kuru~e~me Palace on the day when the 
first parltarnent of the Ottomans was dis solve,d indefinetely by 
the oy'der of the Sultan.II(l) 

Sabahaddtn I smother Seniha Sultan was the daughter of suI tan 
AbdUlmecid. She followed the current political issues with 
grE!at care. From the same mother and father she was the sister' 
of Murat V. who was briefly the SuI tan of the Ottoman Empire 
befo're AbdUlhamid II., who also was her brother. But she was 
closer to Murad V. who bE!came mentally stck and dE!posed from 
the throne and made to reside j,n the Cl.ragan Palace. She was 
not able to see Murad V. nor was she able to I~eceive any 
rE!liable news about, hts illness, because of Abdulhamid I s 
survaillance of the Palace. Abdulhamid's motives of 
survailla"~e made her just to be come even more susptctous, for 
she thought her brother had overcome his illness. liAs a result 
of these suspicions,she committed herself into various moves to 
ovel"throw SuI tan Abdulhamid in order to save Murad V. II (2) 

Consequently, she followed the acttvi ties of the Secret 
Scalieri-Aziz Efendi Committee with great interest of which she 
later became a member herself. Her relationship with this 
committee in the end caused the dismissal of her husband from 
his post of the Minister of Justice-despite the fact that he 
had no connection with the commi ttee. IIShe had not infolnmed her 
involvements to her husband whb did not even know the existence 
of such a committee. II (3) 

TherE! were different points of opinion with regard to the 
prince~y tttle which Sabahaddin assumed. According to the 
existing common point of view he was not a prince. But because 
he was callE!d the prince in Europe he became to be known as 
s u c h by us too. II The use of t his tit 1 e had be come so 
establi.shed in the foreign and local press I it became 
impossi.ble to call him by a different title. 1I (4) 
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HOWE!Ver, four uncles of Prince Sabahaddin had beCOmE! Sultans; 
SuI tan Murad, SuI tan Hamid, SuI tan Re~ad and SuI tan Vahdeddin 
who IJJere the brothers of Seniha Sultan. IIBecause of this Ziya 
Go kalp used to refer to Sabahaddin Bey as t nal Sabahaddin ". (5) 
But Prince Sabahaddin did not use the title of Prince when he 
signed his writings. (6) 

Sabahaddin Bey's grandfather and his father were sons-in-law of 
the Sult.ans. His grand father, Halil R1.fat Pasha, (in TUl"kish 
Pa~a) IAlaS married t.o Saliha SuI tan, the daughter of SuI tan 
Mahmud and his father was married to Seniha Sultan, the 
daughter of Sultan Mecid. 

His grandfather GUrcGmen Halil R1.fat Pasha who had been a 
commander in the army and the navy. I.",as one of the slaves 
brought up by the famous HGsrev Pasha. Halil R1.fat Pasha, after 
completing his privat.e education in the palace of HUsrev Pasha, 
had worked as a sealer of arms and a treasurer for the crown. 
In 1834- IAli th the title of Mars hal of the Tophane Ars enal, (7) 
II he became the. son in law to the palace by marrying Saliha 
SuI tan and subsequently have been called the son-in-law Halil 
R1.fat Pasha."(8) -

Mahrnud Pasha, the son of Halil R1.fat Pasha and the father of 
Prince Sabahaddin, was born in Istanbul in the year 1853. After 
his primary education, he did his apprenticeship in the "Room 
of Amedi II of the· Civil Service for a brief per'iod. Then by 
marrying Seniha Sultan he became the brother-in-law of 
AbdGlhamid II. With the consequence of the term son-in-law 
being added to his name .. Together with his nickname Celaleddin, 
he was th~n called "son-in law Mahmud Celaleddin Pasha".(9) 

II I n hi s youth Mahmud Pas ha was sent to the Consulate in Pari s 
as a clerk. II (10) He ,,,,as given the rank of ministertalship after 
marrying Seniha SuI t.an and "became a minister at. thE! age of 24· 
and at 25 11 (11) "he became the Minister of Justice in the 
cabinet of Sad1.k Pasha. II (12) "Soon after he bE!Came the Minister 
of Justice, the ministry under him became more efficient, and 
Sultan AbdUlhamid often exchanged views with him regarding 
matters of goverment. policy.1I (13) 

"But he was dismissed from his post by Sultan AbdUlharnid whose 
SUsplclon was arosed by his brother-in-Iaw's possible 
relationship through Pasha I s house manager Hac}. Bekir Efendt 
IAlho had connections with the Cleanthi Scalieri Aziz Efendi, an 
underground committee" (14) involved with subversive 
a c tivi t.ies. After hi s di smis sal, he IAli thdrew to hi s home and 
passed his time by talking about literature with his visitors. 
He also took a keen interest in the training and the education 
of hi s sons. ( 15) At the s arne time II he was a poet lAId. ting poems 
in the Asaf fl.1ahlas style ''''hich was given to him by the poet 
Fa i k B e y'-~-iiTl~6)---
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We can roughly make the following table to show the periods of 
Prince Sabahaddin's stays at home and abroad, and from which we 
can see the clues of the development of his personality as when 
and where and under which cultural atmosphere he had come up 
and against which the events. 

1879-1899 
1899-·1908 
1908-1909 
1909-·1912 
1913·-1919 
1919-1924 
1924-19 /.{.8 

20 years old 

16 

(Turkey) 
(France) 
(Turkey) 
(France ) 
(SI.tJi tzerland) 
(Turkey) 
(SIJJi tzerland) 



Chapter 1 

1879-1899 

The conditions under which he spent his childhood were 
extra-ordinary. He lived the first 20 years of his life in 
Turkey, at the home of a father who was a member of the Palace 
and who had become but later dismissed a Minister of Justice.He 
took private lessons and had been present in the conversations 
of the intellectuals of the period who had used to visit his 
father. So at VE!ry E!arly ages he filled his tender mind with 
difficult subjects. 

tlDuring the later half of the 19th century, Seniha Sultan's 
Kuru,e§me Palace, an architectural masterpiece in itself, which 
was located at the beautiful shores of the fabulously beautiful 
Bosphorous in a shadowy park rich with rare trees brought with 
great care from the four corners of the earth, was turMed to be 
a private university fo~ Sabahaddin and his brother LOtfullah. 
Dur'ing various times of the year,' the family stayed in their 
pavilion on the ~amllca Hills and sometimes in their 
magnificent sumlTler house on the beaches of Pendik that were 
also to serve as the branches of a University for the boys. The 
air, full of science and knowledge, that was something special 
about the family I surrounded them like a mystical attraction 
and filled the tender minds of the young princes with great 
hopes and expectations. 1I (17 ) 

This comfortable environment, extraordinary 60nditions, private 
tutors and excessive affection causE!d Prince Sabahaddin to be 
brought up very well. Under his father's supervision Sabahaddin 
had been taught Arabic I Persian and French at a small age to 
the extent that he IAlaS / able to make translations from thE!se 
languages. As we can see he knew very good Arabic and Flnench 
from the following incidents: 

One day' when Ibn-01 Emin M. Kemal Bey had uisi ted Damad fl.1ahmud 
Pasha at his summer house in Pendik, he was as ked by him to 
test his son. Kemal Bey described the occasion like this. 

"He, (the son) flnom the book of Ibni Haldun IS 
Mukaddima-i Arabiya which was considered as a 
diffucult (heavy) piece of work, casually opened 
a page and read it as if it was in his mother 
tongue and translated the piece com~letely. 
Astonished with grE!at admiration for his 
knowledge of the Arabic language I returned and 
reported back to his father.1I (18 ) 
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Once again when the children were about 11 or 12 years of age 
Damad Mahmud Pasha asked this time to $emsettin Sami Bey who 
had written French/Turkish dictionaries and was among those 
poets and authors gathered in the palace. to examine his sons' 
knowledge of FI~E!nch. $emsE!ttin Sami Bey after E!xamining the 
readings of the young Princes, their translations and the 
compositions they had written in French, told Pasha 

"Your highness, it is out of the question 
would be the one who could examine the 
Princes, had we stayed together a bit 
they would in fact examtne me,lI (19 ) 

that I 
Young 

longer 

They were given lessons by those who were famed in the subjects 
of the Ottoman, Persian and Arab literatures. ismail Safa was 
teaching them the literature, Sadlk Beli~ was teaching them the 
law, Kadl.hanll Emin and Hoca Hayretti.n Efendi taught the Arab 
Ii terature and Huseyin Dani~ and Muallim Fevzi were teaching 
them the Pel~sian literature. "Huseyin Dani~ said that IAlhen he 
l]Jas appointed as their private tutor he made Sabahaddin and 
Lutfullah become engaged with. the Persian and the French 
literature without any interruption for six ye~rs." (20) 
Appearantly "we also know ClOSE! connections existed between 
Baheddin Hayret Efendi and Damad Mahmud Pasha," (21) Apart from 
these "he IAlaS also taught Persian by the son of t.he judge of 
the city of Mu~, Muftizade Re~id Efendi. II (22) 

"He was taugh.t French also by M, Berchille Bert.rat.od and M, 
Cherlier' Il.lho were invited from Slkli tzerland. the piano by Ceza 
Hege and painting was taught by one of the artist.s of It.aly 
Avrelli Vuieri, Apart from these a teacher named M. Revene was 
always b.d th t.he two bl~ot.hers making sure of their progress in 
the F r e n c h Lan g u age, II ( 2.3 ) . 

At this stage we see Sabahaddin as a Renaissance man, an 
intellect, who had wide interest in culture and arts, and 
"thought about the things that were too advanced for his 
age. II (24) Despite his youth he Il.las allAlays required by his 
father to be present in the most serious literary discussions. 
"His knowledge of physics, chemistry, astronomy and biology had 
reached a point where he won the admiration of European 
Professors of positive sciences when he was with them,1I (25) 
As seen from the above he grew up in a family environment which 
had contacts with the Europeans who were in fact his tutors, 
and surrounded by the intellectual guests who held frequent 
poli tical and ideological conversations. The evolution of his 
intellect had been the result of the influences of his Ottoman 
and European tutors in conflicting ways. Because of the 
opposing influences of these two different cultures, his 
personality Iklas not settled, a type of personality which had 
been frequE!ntly seen in the Ot.toman Society during the period 
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when most of the Ottomans were under the influence of the 
European cultures. Those tutors with their different cultural 
backgrounds inE!vi tably caused Sabahaddin' s personality t.o come 
under the influence of both Ottoman and European cultures. 

As will be seen in the following pages, the main reason why he 
spent his youth by fighting against Sultan AbdUlhamid could be 
found in his mother's and father's early involvements with the 
anti·-sul tan movements. As he had almost no contact lAJi th the 
people in street, all his knowledge about Sultan Hamid and his 
administration was learnt by what he heard from his family 
surroundings and through the visitors of his father. 

Of a.11 the people who shaped his thoughts during his boyhood 
his father's influE!nce was seen to be the greatest. But t.he 
sources of his anti-government knowledge was first obtained 
from his pE!rsonal readings of the AhmE!d R1.za' s Laytha and Ali 
$evkati's istikbals of which he said: 

liMy first reading about the anti-·despotism and 
tyranny was the First Layiha of the six Layihas 
of AhmE!d R1.za Bey which he had given to Sultan 
Hamid. Afterwards I read the deceased Ali 
$evkati's tstikbals, t.hen secretly fol10wed up 
the articles of Murad Bey in the Mizan. I used 
to read these writing with feelings of great 
respect and fondness for their authors. II (26) 

Within t.he family circles it had continuously been talked about 
against the SuI tan while the foreign press on the other hand 
was report.ing t.hat. the country was heading tOlAlalnds a 
catastrophy. As time IJJent on, "anti AbdUlhamid talks and 
pUblications reached such a stage that: to be an enemy of the 
suI tan was considered the same as being a hero or a 
radical,"(27) and those who found the opportunit.y were going to 
Europe in order to oppose Sultan Hamid. 

In the meantimE! all the allegations about his father were ill 
founded. As a result Sultan AbdUlhamid offered Sabahaddin's 
father Mahmud Pasha the post of the ministE!r of construction. 
"Never fOlngetting his dismissal which he accepted as being an 
insult to his honour, a fE!eling that hE:~ carried on for ever, 
Pasha refused the offer of the Sultan, cut his connections with 
the palace and retired t.o his house." (28) 

But as the conditions of the country deteriorated he began to 
wri te 1 et ters (Layiha) to the suI t.an IAlhom he thought f0110wed 
t.he wrong course. 
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When he was in Rome he rE)counted the affair t.hat t.ook place 
between himself and the Sultan to Fazll Bey as follows. 

liThe degree of my relations hip with the SuI tan 
was like of a friend. Together we used to read 
the rE)pOI"ts sent from the Parliament, commented 
and made the required decisions accordingly. Not 
a single day passed without us eating together. 

One day AbdGlhamid, after reaching a decision in 
connection with the HaCl Bekir affair, which was 
the cause of my dismissal from the Ministry, and 
wi th IAlhich I IAlaS not involved called me to his 
palace . He made compliments and tried to win my 
heart. However I did not give any importance to 
the compliments and refused to take the jobs he 
offered me. His last words to me before I left 
him were that if. he would make any mistakes of 
govel~ning the count.ry the responsibili ty would 
be mine for he did not have anyone else to trust. 

I didn I t take too much notice of his words -and 
retl~eated to my home and stayed there. But when 
I saw the situation of the country 
deteriora ting every day I started to s end him 
Layihas in order to warn. In return to my 
Layihas Abdu1hamid made the following reply that 
contained the following words 

When I begged him he refused me. if thE! 
co~ditions he described now exist, then he 
should not put Ute blame on me or anyone but on 
himself. I also IAlou1d add this, since he himself 
(Pasha) had been away from the government 
business for a long time he wouldn I t know nor 
liJould he unders tand the political nE!eds of the 
present day. Thelnefore I would suggest that he 
stay at his home and not interfere with my 
business any more".(29) 

In addition to this affair there was also the following affair 
which shook and finally determined Pasha's future behaviour. 

One day I Prince Sabahaddin and Lutfullah was approached through 
their tE!acher Ceze Heke by a man called Maymon who introduced 
himself as the representative of a powerful English group, and 
t.old them if the railway concession was grantE!d t.o Brit.ish it 
would make English Politics heavly inclined in favour of 
TurkE!y I s side and this would be in t.he interest. of Turkey I so 
he requested his offer to be carried to Sultan by the mediation 
of Damad Mahmud Pasha. 
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Damad Mahmud Pasha who beleived in the necessity of granting 
the concession to the British carried the offer to the Sultan. 
However , Sultan Abdulhamid declined the~ offer by saying the 
following about Pasha's approach: 

"Firstly, it is not right for a man to medtat.e 
under the influence of his political views 
whether the concession should be awarded to this 
or another group, especially since Pasha himself 
was not involved wi th the politic s for a nu,mber 
of years. Secondly his claim of giving the 
conces sion to the group he wanted would be in 
the int.erest of Tur'key, was also not correct. 
Therefore I suggest, he said: Pasha should not 
involve himself with the matters like these. II 

(30) 

Witnessing all t.hese affairs I Prince Sabahaddin consequent.ly 
made up his mind like his father that th~ country was really in 
great danger. It. then became an unescapable duty for him to 
work to save the country from the danger facing them wi thin I 

left him with no other alternat.ive but to join the struggle 
against AbdiHhamid and in order to achive this Pasha and he 
finally went to Europe saying "If this is the case let's go the 
saTTle way like t.he others and let's work for the salvation of 
our country which is in danger." (31) 

The~e are various points of view with respect of Mahmud Pasha's 
departure to Europe. According to some, the reason was his 
dismissal ,,' from the Ministry I and to some it was the 
dissappointment he felt when his offer was refused in 
connection with the conc~ssion of the Baghdad Railway which he 
wanted to be granted to the British.(32) 

For us the reason of his leaving Turkey IJ.Jas part.ly due to the 
deterioration of his relations wi th the SuI tan and the 
consequent development in the opposite directions after his 
dismissal, and partly due to the fact that the majority of 
people who l!Jere interested in the freedom of their country 
chose to escape to Europe. 
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Chapter 2 

1899-1906 

Prince Sabahaddin's political life started when he left Turkey 
for Europe in 1899 and started his struggle against Sultan 
Abdulhamid, soon after he went to Paris lAli th his father'. As a 
matter of fact since his father I s dismissal from his post hE! 
had spent the first years of his youth together with him, 
sharing his problems of the politically unstable y(:~ars. "It has 
been understood that the father together with his two sons had 
formed a sort of poli tical family front." (1) 

"After leaving Turkey Darnad Mahmud Pasha and his sons first 
went to Marseille and from there to Paris. All the Turks living 
in France,the first being Ahmed Rlza, met them with 
enthusiasm. "(2) Ahmed Rlza, a Young Turk who had been in thE! 
leadership had escaped to Paris earlier. And by coming to 
Europe, the Pasha ~nd his sons too joined the Young Turk 
caravan. The type of environment he li.ved in can be better 
understood if we remember the per'iod when France had almos t 
beE~n made a head quarter by those Turks who were against the 
type of government in Istanbul. 

, 
It would be appropriate to mention here something briefly about 
the Young Tur'ks. Of course the Young Turk Movement was not 
initiated by Pasha and Sabahaddin , its roots were founded much 
earlier. lilt .\J.Jas Ali $evkati who became the first to start the 
ant.i-Abdulhamid publication in Europe. II (3) liThe term Young 
Turks covered all those who pr'epared the first and the second 
consti tut1.ons together wi. th those rebeIs and revolutionaries 
who wanted reforms to / be introduced in the Ottoman Empire in 
accordance with their own particular needs. II (4) liThe 
ideologies of Young Turks mainly were constituonal but also 
carried some social elements. II (5) Their most special features 
were to spread their views and to act against Abdulhamid II. 

As against Young Turks I views AbduIhamid I sown t.houghts were 
like the following: 

"How come these sons' of the motherland \J.lhom I 
consider of my sons were not able to see the great 
truth as they go a1.1. over the wor1.d while I was 
abIe to see it within the four walls of this 
palace. How couldn I t they? As they caused to sink 
this large country with their own hands which had 
been washed over with the blood of their fathers. 

I do not want. to accuse them, but they saw the 
fact that the Eng1.ish, the French, the Russians 
and even the Germans and the Austrians I that is I 

alI the major European powers had their inter(:1st 
in breaking d"OliJn the POss(7)ssions of the Ottoman 
Empire. 
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These were the enemies. They also saw that those 
countries were fighting with each other but 
agr'<-:!sing and forgetting their d1.fferences when 
it came to the idea of sharing the Ottoman 
Empire. The only thing they were not in 
agreement was the size of their share as they 
all wanted to have the largest share after 1.ts 
fall. Such was the situation and such were the 
intentions of the major powers. Couldn ' t they 
stiI1 understand and deduce any meaning from the 
help that the major powers were giving to them? 

I said it, I will say 'it again. I told it, I 
tAli 11 t.ell it again. Haven I t. they ever thought 
the fact that the Ot.toman Empire had come int.o 
being IAJith the combination of val~ious nations. 
In a country Iike this, the constitution was 
mortal as the main element of the country. Were 
thel~e any Indian, African and' Egypt.ian 
represE,1ntat.ives in the English parliament.? Were 
there any Algerian r~presentive in the French 
parliamE:1nt., so that they tAlere asking us to have 
aGree k, an Armenian, a Bulgarian and an Arab 
represent.ative in the ottoman parliament?"(6) 

"The common side of these freedom fighters (Young Turks) WerE! 
of their idea of freedom that was not thought out deeply. II (7) 
Poor levels of political ideas resulted, partly because the 
majority of them were directed to f1.nding quick practical 
solutions. and partly they sprang from the lack of a developed 
ideologic~l environment. I believe that the Young Turk 1.deology 
with its principles and its basics is a subject that should be 
examined separately and" because of this I leave this to the 
works of Mardin (8) and Hanio~lu, (9) I now turn here to 
examine the polit.ical activities of Prince Sabahaddin . 

IIPasha 1 s arlnival in Paris together with his two sons raised 
some hopes amongst the Young Turks "II (10) By his arrival the 
scattered Young Turk movement entered into a new phase and thus 
found an opportunity to unite at one centre. While at the same 
time Sultan AbdDlhamid was trying to persuade them to come back 
to Turkey. But Pasha had already asked his sons to join this 
struggle together with himself and since he himself pushed them 
into t.he political arena, "he wanted his sons I ideas should be 
a Iso as ked II ( 11) regarding the efforts of a SuI tan who wa s 
trying to make them ret.urn to Turkey, by saying the following: 
liMy sons too came here for the same goal, t.hey are here to help 
me for thi.s sacred dutyll. (12) 

During the time of Pasa's 
import.ant publ). cations of 

arr'iual at 
the Young 
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Prince Sabahaddin's first published writing that we could 
discover appeared at the 57th issue of this paper as being the 
second letter that was written to the Palace. The first letter 
had been written by the Pasha and the second was by the two 
brothers together.When the letter appeared as the leading 
article at that particular issue of the Osmanll, there lJJBS an 
int.roductory part( 13) acknowledged by t.he edit.or-in-chief who 
wrote t.hat it was a great honour and an occasion for their 
nelAlSpaper t.o publish this letter and they were very proud of 
introducing the brothers to the public for the first time, as 
t.he most valuable assets of Mahmud Pasha who IAlere very well 
trained, very knowledgable and very dedicat.ed for the 
betterment. of the causes of their mot.herland. The brot.hers I 

let.ter following t.he above introduction IAlaS writt.en in a very 
respectful language and cont.ained mainly t.he following message: 

liMy Lord, 

In the letter that. our fat.her wrot.e t.o you aft.er 
we l(~ft t s tanbul, it was explained that how the 
prevailing condi tions made us to feel desperate 
despite the fact that we only wanted to -be 
useful for our country. The hopelessness of the 
situation in t.he end forced us to leave Istanbul 
wi t.h t.he hope that IAle might be of some help to 
our count.ry's problems here abroad as we failed 
in our country. 

We have been very sincere in our wi shes and in 
the ideas that were put forward in the several 
let7ters IAlrittE:1n to you by our father during the 
past number of y~ars. However all his efforts 
resulted with no avail whose sole purpose in 
life has been to be a servant. of humanity. But 
now IAIB dE!eply regret to say that our hopes of 
get.ting anY.response equal to our sincerety from 
you has almost vanished. 

Your Lordship, 

The survival of your reign depends on the 
development and the continuity of the people you 
lead. Therefore, to find the reasons of the 
causes that constitute the social development of 
thE! nations are nothing but a serui,ce to your 
self. 

We choose to come to Europe in order t.o find 
ways that would help to save our country from 
its decline, because you gave us no other 
alter'native but to leave the country, by 
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refusing to pay any attention to the letters of 
our father that he lAlrot.e to you for the las t. 
eight years. 

The overliJhelming congratulations and support 
from the let.ters IJJe have bf1en rec(-'!iving Elvery 
day from all corners since we have come to 
Europe, can only indi.cate the present feelings 
of your people." (14) 

l'After Paris Mahmud Pasha went to Geneve. There he helped the 
newspaper of Osmanll to improve its financial condition by 
finding them the necessary funds" (15) and of course an action 
of fhis type was not to the liking of the Sultan. From Geneve, 
Pasha soon went to Egypt after the invitation of Abbas II . 

IIAbbas I S aim was to pursuade the Pasha to leave Europe, by 
which he was hoping to gain the confidence of the· Sultan. 
Therefore J Abbas was working hard to effect Pas ha I s return to 
Istanbul on terms that would be advantageous to him" (16). But 
IIhe eventually overplayed his hand, Also he learned that the 
tlJJO sons of Mahmud Pasha who were with him had made it known 
that they were not going to return to Turkey under any 
circumstances. 1I (17) 

After failing to reach an agreement with Abbas, Mahmud Pasha 
and hts sons returned agatn to Paris. It was during this time 
when Sabahaddin ~nd his brother made their personal entrance to 
the political stage by publishing their first manifest Osmanll 
Uatandasl~rlmlza (To All our Ottoman citizens). (18) 

In the manifest they d~scribed the oppression and the freedom 
as the main occurrences of history and talked about the need 
for the representatives of all the minori ty groups under the 
Ottomans and suggested to those who wanted their freedom in the 
name of their national i tie s J that they sould form a II uni ted 
action I enforcement groups (kuvve-·i muttehidey-i umumi) II. 

They also said that it would not be right for the minorities to 
ask their independence from the Ottomans I as they explained the 
economic and the military benefits that they would acquire 
under such rule. Then after saying lIany contribution to the 
rebirth of the ottomans is a service to mankind ll they explained 
the reasons of their disagreements with the SuI tan, wanted a 
united action to be taken against the Sultan and for this 
purpose they wanted· various groups to get together for an 
arrangement of a congress. They explained the reasons of 
arranging the Congress as below. 
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"Our goal is mainly to put an end to the 
existing disorderly course of events, and to 
find ways and means to establish the correct 
foundations for the future gove~nments of the 
Ottomans by combining the strenghts of Turks, 
Arabs, Greeks, Armenians I Jews I Kurds into one 
dir'ection who in fact share a common interest 
but now are scattered I ruined I and experiencing 
irrepairable damages. 1I 

As a resu1t of this, for the first time an opportunity had 
arisen for the gathering and the combining the forces of the 
Young Turks who were scattered allover Europe. 

HAfter his r€!turn from Egypt Mahmud Pasha stayed in Paris for a 
while but left for Korfu due to the reasons that he couldn' t 
get used to partly the weather of Paris and partly to acquire 
a lE!sS costly 1iving. II (19) From ther'e he went to Rome and came 
back again to Paris. In the meantimE:1 Prince Sabahaddin and his 
brother were busy in trying to organize andstrenghten the 
scattered Young Turks and arranging the praparations for the 
Congress. 

We know that at the beginning it was Pasha·s weight that pulled 
the'scattered members in one place, and activated and liven up 
the movement whose members were knitted around him as a result 
of this. However IIthis liveness in the movement tAlere in fact 
mos tly ac hieved by the efforts of Sabahaddin, not the Pa s ha . " 
(20) liThe imp"ortance of Sabahaddin' s personal contributions in 
terms of being a planner, organizer and supplier of the 
necessary.'funds to the movement's revival were great." (21) 
"Prince Sabahaddin and his brothE!r met all the expenses of the 
Con'gl~ess including the cost of fares of all those invited. 1I (22) 

Prince Sabahaddin's main purpose was to bring together all the 
Young Turks abroad and to introduce a common policy that could 
be adopted by all of them. IIBut the Young Turks were so many in 
numbers, and correspondingly so different in their viellJs that 
it can be said there were reform projects as many as the 
numbers of the Young Turks". (23) 

If tJ..le remember, lIafter the declaration of the political reforms 
in 1839 (Tanzimat) , Turkey started to experience s tru c tura 1 
changes in every aspect of its life. But the nature of these 
changes that happened in the structure of Turkish society I are 
still been discussed by the scientists of today. AnyhotJ..1 in 
whatever ways it was interpreted, as for example a reform 
attempt E:~mposed by foreign influences or as a transformation 
from laxiness to orderliness or as an effort for the 
mai ntenanc e of the old religiou s and the legal civilis a tion 
under the name of political Europeanization, the Tanzimat 
af fair l.I.la s undoubtedly the expre 5 S ion of a s tru ctural change in 
the Ottoman Empire." (24) 
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The passage from centuries old Islam civilizations ruling to 
t he European civilization broug ht tlAro different ideo logie sand 
the technologies against each other. -The conflict observed 
between these two cultures were wide apart as could be seen in 
the lives of the individuals. At the same time the subsequent 
loss of battles that the Empire suffered reinforced the idea of 
the superiority of Europe, a fact which was becoming more 
appalnent, and this in turn increased the number of people who 
believed in the need for the structural changes that had to be 
made in the Ottoman Empire.(25) As a result of this, the Empire 
in l.!.lhi ch so many different cultures exi s ted s ide by s ide had 
become an arena for politic~l, literary, social and ideological 
discussions. (26) 

Coming back to the Young Turks I thanks to the effort.s of the 
Prince Sabahaddin and his brother lithe first· Young Turk 
Congress took place on the days between 4th and· 9 th of 
Feb I" u a r yin 1 902 . II ( 27 ) II Des pit e his fat her I s pre sen c e it wa s 
Prince Sabahaddin who was in the fl"ont line and became its 
president whiIe his father only took the nominaI presidency of 
the Congress. II (28) Sabahaddin ' s efforts for the arrangement of 
thi s congress were very meani ngful from the Young Turk s poi nt 
of view, because it was the first of its kind. 

liThe congress, with the presence of guests whose numbers almost 
reached 50 included all the other Ottoman subjects of tho 
minori ty groups, IAlaS opened with a brill ant speech by 
Sabahaddin and followed by a reading of the manifest which had 
been published in Cairo in 1901.11 (29) 

"According to repolnts that have been published, two important 
questions came up during and after the congress. One IAlaS the 
argument I that by propaganda and publications alone a 
revolution can not be made. It is therefore necessary to wo\"k 
to ensure the participation of the armed forces in the 
I~evolutionary movement II (30) . Shaw stated that "Sabahaddin and 
his group advocated the use of all available means including 
revolution and pressure from the powers. Since his ideas seemed 
to coincide with the demands of many of the national groups for 
autonomy in their own areas of the empire, he welcomed their 
support as weIl" (31) 

It was on the other question , that of intervention, that a 
serious split developed. Ahmed R1.za and most of the Turk 5 in 
the Committee of Union and Progress were opposed to first idea 
in their view , according to them the problem was, a purely 
internal one, and any outside intervention would be 
unnescessary and even harmful (32). 
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"SO the issue of inviting forel'gn 'nt t' f the l erven lon or 
introduction of a constitutional regime divided the Young 
Turks ll (33) as those in favour of intervention and those who 
were not. liThe congress broke up without any final 
agreement , therefore, deepening the rivalry between Sabahaddin 
and Ahmed RlZa,II(34) 

As for Prince Sabahaddin he became the leader of the Young 
Turks and was supported generally by those non muslim elements 
in the movement IJJho favoured him. liThe other group led by Ahmed 
Riza and which was first known as the Ottoman IS Committee for 
Union and Progress but then changed its name to Ottoman's 
Committee for Progress and Union after thecongres s II (35 ) was 
more conservative in their wiews and continued to publish the 
$uraY-l Ummet in Egypt, 

"While it was true that Prince Sabahaddin was friendly to Great 
Sri tain and France, and favored free enterpri se and a looH:! 
federation and thus, might be considered a liberal, II (36) lithe 
main aims of these two groups were not fundamentally different 
from each other. Both wanted to save the Empire but with 
di fferent methods, II (37) and conti nued the struggle in 
accordance with their own ideas and views. 

Aft~r the congress Sabahaddin attempted to prepare a 
revolutionary coup against AbdQlhamid II, with Ismail Kemal Bey 
and Recep Pasha. To determine the form of the r'evolution he 
went to Malta.to meet Recep Pasha and his assistant $evket Bey, 
Their meeting was ended when the final decisions were taken 
which were basicly the division of work into two phases. 
Res ponsibi"1i ty for the finance, the pol i ti cs and the 
transportation were assumed by Sabahaddin and Ismail Kemal 
while the responsibility "for the military affairs were taken up 
by Recep Pasha and $evket 8ey,(38) 

But according to Kuran, Ismail Kemal Bey wanted to achieve the 
revolution by using the instruments of the aristocracy, that 
is I wanted the help of the Kings of Greece and Egypt (Hidiv). 
But when his efforts to win the supports of these people did 
not succeed he told others he gave up this attempt by saying it 
could not be achieved without their help Recep Pasha also 
shared the views of Ismail Kemal. Subsequently the plan was not 
realized and Sabahaddin went back to Paris where he continued 
his intellectual activities, (39) 

In the meantime the existing divisons of rivalry between the 
members of the Young Turks I and the efforts of Abdulhamid who 
wanted him to come back exhausted Mahmud Pasha. Since he was 
also ill, he decided to return back and the public was informed 
with his return to Turkey through the notices published in the 
newspapers. But Prince Sabahaddin at the last moment succeeded 
to change his father's mind from going back by bE::gging and 
crying. (40) However I Mahmud Pasha a fewdays after this event 
died. 
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After the death of hi s father I Sabahaddin became very sad and 
bei~g in a. stat~ of mixed thoughts IIhe started to study the 
varlol~s soclologlcal currents in Europe ll ~ (41) in order to find 
solutlons for the difficulties his country was facing. 

All the particulars that we have mentioned so far formed the 
political experiences of Prince Sabahaddin and made him to gain 
a place in the struggle of his father and the movement of Young 
Turks. 

liThe ten year period he spent in France bore fruit in two 
phases ,one of which was in the sociology and the methodology 
of the social thoughts and the other was in the political ideas 
and the organisations. 11(42) After his father's death from OnE! 
side he was pursuing th~ political cause to which he was thrown 
in by the surrounding· condi tions. From the other s ide as hi s 
scientific mind was making him cont.inuously to t.hink IIhe lAlaS 

searching for a science t.hat would enable him to find and solve 
the causes of the disasters that were wearing out his 
country. II (43) It. was these scientific sociology research and 
the studies he did in France that led him to be accepted as a 
sociologist. 

"During this period he used to attend to the anatomy lectures 
of the Medical Faculty of the University of Sorbonne. He even 
used to work together with their Private Doctor Aleksanyan 
Efendi when he was in Istanbul on the corpses that were in the 
surgical room of tbe Medical Faculty. II (44) Amongst his other 
interests was· astronomy in which he had spent a great deal of 
1JJ0rk and "had a rich library at their Pendik SUmmE!r house". (45) 
But we uooerstand during this period his mind was not settled 
on anything specific yet because of the fact that he was 
involved with the politi~cs and the scientific studies both at 
the same t.ime. 

He was studying various subjects and was continuously searching 
ways to find answers to the questions of the problems of his 
country. One day after discussions with the Young Turks he was 
walking along a Paris Avenue and he came across lila Science 
Sociale". He described the affair in the following way: 

1I0ne day I feeling very tired and sad walking in 
one of tIle famous streets of Paris my eyes met 
with the famous work of Edmond Demolin's "A guoi 
tient la superiori te des Anglo-Saxo;'ls II in the 
window of a bookshop. Immediately I got into the 
bookshop and bought the book. At that night I 
read the book wi thout a brake from beginning to 
end. In the book the answer that the author gave 
to the guestion of (Anglo-Saxon· Superiori ty-to 
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what is it due to) I discerned the existence of 
a method similar to that of a positive SCiE!nC(~ 
that I had not met before in any other 
sociological publications I read. ~ 

Next day I went to the same bookshop and bought 
all the books of Edmond Demolins. While I read 
the s e boo k s with great attention my i ntui tions 
had been s trenghtenE:1d IlJi th the fact that thes e 
works followed a certain scientific method, 
based on the same observation system as it is in 
the positive sciences. Then later I had the 
honour to win the friendship of the great writer 
Edmond Demolins, and by becoming personally a 
member of theil" club I had the opportuni ty to 
work with the other members of la Science 
Sociale. 

With great enthusiasm, joy, and gratitude I read 
and reread the works of all the writers who 
belonged to this stream of thought, including 
the works of Frederic Le Play and Henri _ de 
Tourville who were the founders of la Science 
Sociale. Then I was convinced that by using 
their method s I would be able to analy s e the 
structure of the Ottoman society wi th the 

. possibility of a chance to prepare the much 
needed reform programme for the Ottoman 
Empire; II (4.6) 

Also, before and after the congress he was writing articles in 
the Osmanll. IIThese writings formed an important part of thE! 
journal and reflected some of the ideas on which he based his 
articles on science sociale that appeared later in Terakki.1I(47) 

Apart from the Osmanll he also wrote articles for the magazines 
published in Eur'ope with the intention to create pro ottoman 
feelings amongst the· European communal. In fact much of his 
time during this period was taken with these activities. All of 
this aimed to promote the interE:~sts of the Ottomans in France 
on the one hand he was writing articles about Turkey for the 
Revue and the Martin nell.lSpapers on the other hand for the 
introduction and the explanation of the existing social issues 
in Turkey, he was giving lectures in the Mole Tokuil Hall.(48) 

His approach to the explanation of the problems were 
scientifically based on the ideas of IIscience sociale ll and it 
aroused a sincere interest in France, On December 15, 1905 the 
magazine La Revue published one of his articles ti tIed Les 
Turcs et ie Progres /Th8 Progress Achieved by the Turks in the 
Civilized World. (49) 
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It !AlaS an 
prejudices 
Tur'ks. 

attempt to 
and erroneous 

give explanations, to correct the 
opinions that Europeans held about 

The article was in three parts, the first part covered the 
. hi s tory of Turk s in the period when they were in Mid Asia I the 
second part covered the period from 7th century to 1855 and the 
third part covered the period after 1855. 

At the end of his article, he said: 

II After all these periods there is now a 
generation of young people grown up who are able 
to introduce the western civilisation into 
Turkey, and the efforts of these newly found 
intellectuals will soon be translated. into a 
speedy r'ecovery that can be seen in the Ottoman 
Empi re res ul ting ·in peace and order whi ch will 
be the fair solution of the eastern problem that 
can also be witnessed by the European Countries. II 

While on the polib.cal front the Young Turks were encouraging 
all the pE:1Ople to rE:1bel against Abdulhamid II, amongst them 
Armenians were the most active ones I attempting various plots: 
against the Sultan. IIBut in spite of all efforts, all theSE! 
struggles including the plot of some committee members which 
was executed by their man Edward Joris on the da teof 21st of 
july 1905 that took place in the Garden of Hamidiye Mosque near 
the Y1ld1z Palace, failed. 1I (50) 

In his ~emories Abdulhamid told about this affair in the 
following way: 

III am not suprised that the Armenians were seized 
with the passion of independence especially when 
I know that they are continuously being 
encouraged by the great powers. But I am still 
suprised by those Young Turks who share work 
with the Armenians and even accept money from 
them and publish newspapers against myself when 
they escape to Europe. 

They say that they want to save the Ottoman 
Empire from disintegration while at the same time 
they are making agreements wi th the very people 
who are breaking the Empire down into pieces. IF 
I would not put discord into and spoil their 
partnership, I wonder to what extent they would 
go in their accomplishments? To establish an 
Armenian government in the middle of Anatolia I 

would this be the proof of their patriotism? 
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I write these to set an example in order to show 
clearly the identities of the friends of those 
people who became my enemies. While crying out 
for the present situation of ou-r motherland it 
distresses me to think about these. They didn I t 
pull down Abdulhamid. No, that is how they 
pulled down the Ottoman government. 1I (51) 

liThe Ar'menian issue is not the issue of 
Arrnenj,ans. I can say it with a clear conscience 
that the Armenian race who are the best people 
have adopted and represented the ideals of 
Ottoman Empire. They' have served our 
civilization, worked for the maintainance of our 
govel"nment and with their faithful service 
produced outstanding Ottoman personalities. 
First Armenians did not have any complaints 
agains t us. But when the Rus s ians materialized 
their desires over Bulgaria they started to 
interfere with the affairs of the Armenians in 
order to gr'asp another piece from the Ottoman 
Empire. Wi th spies they sent, they got hold of 
the Armenian priests and the teachers first, 
then found and caused to turn against us those 
Armenians who were keen on adventure. II (52) 

IINot much later, the Fre.nch and the English also 
joined with the Russians. They too wanted to have 
a say - in this new piece of land that was going 
to be grabbed from the Ottoman Empire. The 
formation of the first Armenian Committee in 
Paris instead of in Turkey makes every thing so 
obvious. The -head of the disorder was 
outside,II(53) 

However, II when the Armeniens started to divert their attacks to 
the very existence of the Empire I rather than to Abdulhamid 
himself, Prince Sabahaddin wrote an open letter to the members 
of the Armenians Commi ttee I telling them the road they were 
following lAlaS wrong and could lead to bad results for all the 
Ottomans, including themselves. II (54) He also added that he 
found the Armenian publication harmful to the interests of the 
Ottomans as he accepted the fact that the elimination of Sultan 
Hamid was one thing and the defense of the Ottoman justice was 
another thing. 

As for the movement itself there was now a slow-down. Nearly 
everyone had withdrawn to his corner. But there were also some 
new comers to the movement. One of them was Dr. Bahaddin Sakir. 
Dr. Sakir with the view of uniting the Young Turks held seperate 
meetings with Sabahaddin and Ahmed R1.za and after also taking 
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the consent of the other members asked Sabahaddin to prepare a 
new programme for the movement in order to liven up the members 
again. 

Upon this offer Sabahaddin pr~pared the programme of 
"Decentralization and the Private Initiative" and based its 
ideas on th(~ knowledge he obtained from la Science Sociale. 
However, this programme deepened the conflict further down. The 
reason for this was the idea of decentralization. IIAccording to 
Ahmed Rlza and his supporters decentralization was meant no 
centre, and from this their argument followed as when there was 
no centre there was also no country. In consequence they started 
a compaign against Prince Sabahaddin's ideas and himself.1I (55) 

From this point onwards as the last attempt to unite the Young 
Turks failed, Prince Sabahaddin decided to work alone . 

. 
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Chapter 3 

1906-1948 

To prevent the decline of his country he chose the 
decentralised system of governing as opposed to centralized 
system for he observed that those nations who practiced 
decentralization and private initiative were among the 
strongest nations in the world during that particular period, 
while those who practiced centralized government systems WerE! 
the most backward ones irrespective of whether the type of 
their goverment is monarchy or democracy. The reason of his 
insistence for the acceptance of the science sociale methods 
could be based on his belief that it was only through sCienCE! 
sociale teachings and their methods that the realisation of the 
effects of these systems and their tr'ansformation from one to 
other, were possible. 

It was Science Sociale which constituted the source of his 
writings. He had come across to it first in 1903. After several 
years, by examining the works of science social and facing with 
unsuccessful political developments, Prince Sabahaddin tried to 
organise his followers, by founding a new society in 1906, the 
Society for the Private Initiative and Decentralization 
(Te~ebbusu ~ahsi ve Ademi Merkeziyet Cemiyeti) and started the 
periodical publication of Terakki. 

Terakki was being issued till the proclamation of the 1908 
Constitution, irregularly at the beginning. It did not have any 
date on i-ts first issues. On its first page there was a note 
which read as "free of charge for those who want". The paper 
changed its subtitles" various times. IlTerakki was not a 
newspaper in the proper sense. It was rather a pamphlet which 
put forward a certain point of view concerning the salvation of 
Ottoman Empire." (1) 

"The ideas in Terakki are important because this was the first 
publication which systematically presented the ideas of Prince 
Sabahaddin's group."(2) Prince Sabahaddin's regular writing 
life started IAdth the Terakki . liThe ideas of Sabahaddin found 
in his later books and brochures were first formed dUring his 
early writings in the Terakki."(3) "Terakki's point of v~ew on 
daily political events was also another key to the mental1ty of 
Sabahaddin."(4) "Let aside his political activities, on the 
intel1.ectua1. platform he searched methods for his purpose, and 
discovered a socia1. theory, namely the theory of SC1ence 
So cia 1. e . 11 ( 5 ) 
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The Terakki expressed the main ideas of the society they formed 
as the following. 

1) To spr'ead the idE)as of II sc ienCE! sociale" which teaches the 
liberty of individuals and the prosperity of the masses, 
and tl"anslate into Turkish those of its important works 
that contained social issues . 

2) To unite the opposing views of the various interest 
groups that existed in the Empire. 

3) To defend the Ottomans I justice and create a continuous 
pro Turk feelings in the advanced countries. 

4.) To est.ablish orderly organisat.ions in the needy places 
of the country. (6) 

In order t.o give an idea to t.he reader about the contents of 
Tel"ak ki, the style of Prince Sabahaddin IS writings, and the 
-a·cfiV:it.iE!s he was involvE!d between t.he years 1906-8, IIJJill 
write down some of the main points of his writings published in 
t.he various issues of Terakki. 

In "the first art.icle which begins as A Letter to Our YounJi 
PE!ople he explains the reasons of publishing the Terakki and 
wi th t.hese explanations he clarifies the cri teria on which he 
is going to base his present and future evaluations. He 
compar'es the 'present day I s papers lAJith the papers of the last 
15 years and by giving some examples he says "not. a single nE!W 
idea deveZoped during all this time, what.ever written 15 years 
ago the same things are being I"ewritten today except a little 
var'iations in the presentation of their ideas. II Then he says 

The majority of these writings have no merit in 
them at all, lacking of any substance of an idea 
or a form. By repeating the repeated so many 
times, our political press resembles nothing but 
a cry of a beaten man. Consequently our readers 
have become bored with these publications for 
t.hey were not. able t.o find any concret.e ideas in 
t.hem.(7) 

He corrolat.es the present sit.uation to a doct.or/ healer 
I"elat.ionship. A healer, he says, never improves his profession 
be cau s e he is bound with the traditions whic h are carried by 
visual learnings whereas a doctor improves his profession 
constantly because he works with methods. The condition of our 
political press is similar to that of a healer. All they do is 
to report/descr'ibe an event. then criticize the governmE!nt but 
not offer any solutions for it. Their critizism have only been 
just good enough to open the eyes of a few people. 
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After long explanations he says 

I.'The PUlnpose of making these long explanations 
lS to s~ow that a work that is not based on any 
method lS bound to fail, (8) and knowing this 
II we WE!rE! looking for a guidE! I.dhich lAJould E!nable 
our efforts to succeed. Now after all these 
years we found the guide, namely science sociale 
lAlhose methods were essent.ial for the foundat.ion 
of the present civilisations, So from nObJ on, 
the real methods that should be applied to 
social problems for their solutions are those of 
the discoveries of La science sociale. (9) 

1I0ur purpose is not to was te our time by 
opposing to anybody just fOln the sake of 
opposing, including the governments. A Sultan by 
himself can not make a society lAlhich consists 
millions of peop]e either happy or unhappy. The 
r'easons of decline should not be found not on 
hi s personality but on the life style of the 
society. A nation who knows how to IJJOlnk can -not 
tolelnatE! any kind of oppression either domestic 
or foreign, Our defeats are directly resulting 
from the fact that we don1t know how to 
IJJOI~k . II (10) 

liThe operation of the law of survival in nature 
is als-o true for the life of the societies in 
whi.ch a progress can only be achieved by those 
who adopt themselves to the conditions of their 
environment best. So since it is not in our 
hands now to lmprove our conditions, then we 
must soon discover the ways which wi11 takE! us 
to the success of reaching the level of 
civilized nations . We now know the ways how to 
reach civilization, as it goes through the 
application of science sociale methods. We wi,lI 
theref ore wor k hard to dis seminate its ideas in 
our 1TI0thE!rland as soon as possible,lI(ll) 

One of his other writings carried the heading of Whereas 
Muslims in Turkey are Condemned to Centralization the 
Non-rnuslims are Enj oying the Benef-;i.ts of Decentralization, In 
it after emphasising the fact that non-muslims are not subject 
to certain laws and consequently they are in a privileged 
position as compared to Turks, he says: 
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IIThese prE!vl.ll.gE!S made "it possiblE! for 
non-musl"ims to develop their private in"itiatives 
and the consequence of this they have overtaken 
the rnusll.lTI population in the fields of trade, 
agri cuI ture and indu s try. II (12) 

To prevent this he talks about the need of abondoning the 
centralized system of governing which is only applied to 
muslirns for the decE!ntralized system of government under which 
the non rnuslims prospered and progressed. 

In his alnticle An i!ll..!itation to the Peo.Ele of the Cities which 
appeared in the 12th iss ue of the Tera-k ki, he tal k s about the 
pri0ate initiative and describes it as the skl.ll that the 
people show at their work. He explains it as the following:. 

"In order to live flnee and honourably in any 
society one should possess the s kills required 
by his environment. Because it is not in the 
governments but it is in our hands to be 
fr€:~e."(13) "For some time we hear the sickness 
of Sultan Hamid and expecting to reach ~ur 
freedom at the time of his death. We are saying 
that those who will come next to Hamid would set 
us free. Can you imagine the fredom of people 
who think l'i.ke th'i.s. II "WE! accept freedom as 
something you get it by your own efforts , so 
'i.nstead of hope we are now inviting our c"itl.zens 
"into action. 1I (14-) 

For Sabahaddin, Abdulhami.d lAlaS not a cause any more, but a 
result. The real cause was the weakness of the society. But at 
the same time he saw A~dulhamid and centrali.zati.on, represented 
by the present administration led by Abdulhamid, as an obstacle 
to the development of private initiative and the major 
impediment on the way of his country's salvation. 

For this Ineason he supported any kind of activity that would 
help to terminate the life of the present government, and to 
replace it wi t.h his proposed administrative system. As we see, 
occasionally, in his lJ.lritings published in Terakki, his 
encouragement for the Anatolian uprisings of Trabzon, Bitlis 
and Van, all of lAlhieh followed the Erzurum events (15). In the 
tenth iss ue of Terak ki I Prince Sabahaddin say s that Erzurum 
took the first step, all other ottomans should unite in taking 
the second step (16). 
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He also says that: 

"People should resist. the governrnE!nt' s demands 
of t.ax and military service until the 
constitutional regime is proclaimed and 
decentl~alization is established."(17) "We 
shouldn't forget that the government is becoming 
a government with the blood and the money of the 
pE!ople. Therefore we should pay our taxes and 
give our military services to a government which 
is accountable to the people."(18) 

"Whether PI"'ince Sabahaddin' s group was ac tive directly or 
in d ire c t I yin t h es e up r i sin g s , j s not c 1 ear. II ( 19 ) II The I~ ear e 
differing opinion about the role of Prince Sabahaddin ' s group 
in the Anatolian uprisings. 11(20) 

It might appear that with such a support Prince Sabahaddin had 
helped directly or indirectly to those who were aiming to 
disintegrate the Empire. But his motives as was explained 
earlier had only been for the aim of replacing the actual 
government s y s tern of c entraliza tion with the s y s tam of 
decentralization. In fact, as far as the unit.y of Islam and the 
Empire were concerned, he was one of the most ardent supporters 
of it; a fact which can be observed in many of his articles. As 
for example his al~ticle which appeared in the fourth issue of 
the Terakki partly represents his effOl~ts to defend Ottoman 
justice, and" carried the title of 9nity of Islam (ittihad-i 
islam). (21) The ar·ticle was written in response to the speech 
made by Edward Grey Foreign Minister of Britain. In 1906 Edward 
Grey deli~vered a speech in the BI"itish Parliament condemning 
the Unity of Islam as a big threat to the civilized world and 
blamed the Ottoman Empi"re for suppol~ting it. 

Prince Sabahaddin sent a very convincing answer to Edward Grey 
and this answer was published in many of the European 
newspapel~S, including the Tim~? of August 12, 1906, and many 
leading editorial writers approved his way of interpretation of 
the problem. Below is the part of the letter that was published 
in the Times. 

In this article addressing Edward Grey, he says: 

liThe unity of Islam is not a supel~stition. It is 
the natul"al outcome of the reckless policies of 
the west. Because if the unity of Islam, IJJhich 
is still on his way to be realizE!d, can be said 
from a point of a sociologist as a natural 
response of muslims to the aggressive policies 
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of the west. More over the policies of the 
muslims for the unity of islam are not the 
re s ul ts of the rE!1 igiou s influences as the wes t 
thinks but the expressions of their 
discontE!ntment". (22) 

One of his other' articles which was published earlier on the 
sE!cond of January 1907, by the Times newspaper appeared in the 
9th issue of Terakki under the title of The Eastern Problem. (23) 
It was signed by Sabahaddin who used the title of his 
fami ly (24) and II wln i t ten agai n for the purpose of defendi ng the 
Ottoman justice at a time when the westerners wel~e taking a 
close int.erest to the problems of the East. II (25) 

In it he first explained the reasons why the reforms applied in 
the past failed and tells how they can be applied with success 
in the future. Talking about the past he says: 

II non muslims (christians)showed their discontend 
togetheln wi th the muslims agains·t the 
anouncement of Tanzimat for the reason that they 
had priviliges prior to it and now they 'are 
dissatisfied for the fear of losing their 
priviliged position because Tanzimat brought 
equality to alI races. II (26) 

From the angIe of the East a~ he makes correlations between the 
Turks, the Chr'istians and the Euroupeans hE! suggests that all 
these differeht races living in the Empire with their different 
rE!ligions would be much better of if thE!y remain under the 
unity of 6ttomans. Furthermore he says: 

\I Both Europeans' and the Amelni cans would too 
benefit from the development of Turkey. 
Therefore they should also desire that the 
Ottomans should sort and solve their own 
problems by their own efforts." (27) 

He expresses his hopes for the future mostly as the following: 

liThe civilised world should know that, beneath 
today's official Turkey, there is a growing 
society 10nging for economic and legal 
development. A permanent peace can only be 
established when this advancement which exists 
now only in the moral field is reflected in the 
material well being of the country, and also 
when the west realize the fact that ottoman 
State belongs to the Ottomans the fundemental 
pre-requisite for the policy of an independent 
TUlnkey. "(28) . 
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In the 15th issue of Terakki there was his answer that began as 
While Rea<ii~9ur Cri ticism to a man called Nitra \.I.,lhOSB 
article had apPE!ared in the 13th issue of Terakki. In it he 
answers the questions and the objections of iiNitra who refuses 
the legacy of the Ottoman rule over different nations of the 
Empire. 11 (29) Generally in this letter lAlhich is addressed to 
Nitra, he examines the judiciary rights of the Christians 
emphassing those ideas which he had suggested in his article 
entitled The Eastern Problem. 

The second part of his answer appeared in the 19 th and 20th 
issues of the Terakki, together with the following sub note in 
which he said IIpart of this answer forms a reply to Nitra, a 
man who holds an important position in his committee, but this 
answer also cons ti tutes an article in its own right as it is 
being conne c ted with the current issues. II (30) 

In the Young Turk movement there were now new developments as 
the Armenians realized that they could not achieve their aim by 
their oWh efforts. Subsequently they offered to share work with 
the Young Turks and conveyed their proposals to the members of 
the Pro_9Less .2.-_Dd Union cOfllmittee as well as to the Societ~ for 
the Privat.e initiative and Decent.ralizat.ion. This in turn led 
to th~ caliing of the second congress of the Young Turks (31) 

For the consideration of t.he Armenian off~r, the second 
congress of the Young Turks took place on 27/12/1907, and 
lasted three days. After long debates I headed by Prince 
Sabahaddin I the following decisions were taken in the 
congress:1) The deposition of AbdUlhamid from his throne 2) The 
removal of the present administration 3) Establishment of a 
constitutional government (32) 

But s 00 n aft e r the see 0 n d con g res S,t h e sec 0 n d con s tit uti 0 n wa s 
deelar'ed in Turkey. As a result there was no need for the 
application of the decisions taken in the congress. 

Prince Sabahaddin came back to Turkey on the 2nd day of 
September 1908 (21 August 1324-). (33) But before his arrival he 
sent a manifestation to the members of the the societ~ for the 
Priva te ini tiati ve and De centrali za tion in Istanbul for to be 
publi~"hed in the newspap"ers regarding the need to strenghten 
and to support 2nd constitution .(34-) 

While in the meantime thE!re wel~e effol~ts in Istanbul to unite 
these two societes, and in one of their meetings it was decided 
to c ea s e t.he Pt~E! sent sec tarian hosti Ii ties until the openning 
of the parliament (35) as they made the subsequent. announcement 
in the papel~s: 
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IIWe hereby declare the unification of the 
committee that worked in Paris up today under 
the name of the Society fol" the Private 
initiative and Decentralization and 
Constitutional Monarchy with the committee known 
as Ottomans' Union and Progress and they will 
work from now on under a common program and will 
be called as Ottomans' Union and Progress 
Comrrdttee. 1I (36) 

However ins pi te of this agreement whi ch 1} • .IaS de scribed to be 
lias week as a cot.ton t.hr'ead ll by \-IGseyin Cahit, (37) lithe hatred 
and the personal conflicts that arose when they were in Europe 
had not disappeared. In fact they had become eVE!n stronger in 
the mean t:i.me and bE!gun to give sprouts." (38) 

These people, especially the rninori ties whose interests 
coincided with the policies of Prince Sabahaddin met him with 
great enthusiasm. Consequently, his arrival from Paris to 
Istanbul became a historical event. All the people, Muslims as 
tklell as Christians, and school children were whirling around 
the S. S. of Princess Maria on row--boats, tugs--boats and 
sailboat.s as if they were to form a proctective wing, Groups of 
delegations carne over to S.S. Maria, from Canakkale 
Municipality, and Greek, Armenian and Jewish Cmmunities.(39) 
During the reception, a series of speeches. were made; Prince 
Sabahaddin. in his speech, said the following: 

liThe reason of all the catostrophiE!s we have 
exp.erienced so far wel"e resulted from the l.uicked 
system of centralization. FI"om now on we must 
accept decE!ntralized governing system and only 
then we can carryon our national duties w:i.th 
our private initiatives(40)". 

Prince Sabahaddin had also brought his father's remains to 
Istanbul.In the following day of his arrival, his father was 
bu ried in the family gl"ave yard in EyGp. The funeral ceromony 
was attended by many important official and unofficial people. 
including personally' the $eyhGlislam Cemaleddin Efendi and the 
religious leader of the jews. Also present were the religious 
delegations fl"om each of the patriarchates. In the follow:i.ng 
days for the recognition of the interest shown for his father's 
funeral he made several visits, first to $eyhGlislam Cemaleddin 
Efendi then to other religious leaders. as well as to the 
patd.archate. It was t.his visit to the patriarchate, that \..I.laS 
used as a pretext by the newspapers of Union and Progress, and 
to creat.e negati.ve feelings against his personality and also 
initiated the counter-arguments about his ideas. (41) 
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So Prince 5abahaddin who carne back to Turkey after the 
declaration of the 2nd constitution with great expectations, 
was not able to materialize his hopes. Because those Young 
Turks who also carne back to Turkey maintained their conflicts 
wi th him even after their return. They were mainly agins t hi s 
idea of decentralization of which they criticized a lot. 

The thesis of decentralization he was defending unceasingly 
Gxhausted him as he had to explain it over and over again, as 
well as the ensuing misconceptions, for many years. 
Decentralization was taken in political terms by his oppenents, 
lAlho thought he was promising independence to thE! minorities; 
whereas he was saying exactly the opposite when he criticized 
the Armenian Uprisings, as 

liThe Turkish and the Armenian entellectuals 
should take the necessary measures that would 
prevent the reoccurance of the past events, 
muslims and christians who are the sons of the 
same motherland should live in such a unity that 
would only suit t.o t.hem. II (42) 

But his past collaborat.ions either with Armenians or with the 
other ildnori t.ies and especially his close relations with some 
of the foreign countries left his IIJords lJ..Jithout any effect. 
Even t.hough he repeated several t.imes t.hat he meant the 
decentr'alization of the government administration and not t.he 
po 1 i t.i cal admini s t.ration of t.he country wi t.h the t.erm 
de central iza tion, in s pi te of thi s fac t the a ttac k s on this 
point against him did not corne to an end, and had been in fact 
rather to~ heavy. 

Upon this, Prince Sabahaddin who thought that his ideas were 
understood wrongly, was forced to write down his open letters 
and explanations. These explanations, that put forward his 
political and sociological ideas, were in three pieces. Fi..r ... ~U~: 
Explanation (1908), Second ExplanaU.on (1908) and Third 
..,1;;25..p'lan_ation (1910). 

His first explanation, under the title of An Explanation About 
the Private iniative and the Allocation of :the R.Q.~nsibilities 
waspubTished first tj:me in t.he ikdam newspaper (43) in order 
to enlighten the arguments that were going on at t.hat time 
about the programme of decentralization. 

In it he emphasised that: 

II Al thoug hit is clear that decentralization has 
no connection with the systems of autonomy or 
adrninj. s tra tion by autonomou s committees, the 
Signification of the tenn was totally modified 
under the cont.inuous influence of the advocates 
of the previous adrninist:r'ation ll (4·4). 
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"The reforms lAte advocated for a long time undel~ 
a system of decentralization were to increase 
the power of the mayors and the other local 
administl~ators and to allow thE!m form their own 
local cound.ls as soon as possible in order to 
determine the most fair and the most appropriate 
methods of tax collection. II (45) 

After the announcement of the second consti tution the 
preparations for the election were started. In the political 
arena there was Union and Progress party which was supported by 
the major'ity. In oppositon. there were some of the fl"'iends of 
Prince Sabahaddin who formed a new party on 1st of September 
1324 (14.9.1908) (46) twelve days after his arrival, which was 
called the Ahl~ar party (47), "Some people contributed the 
formation of Ahrar party to Sabahaddin Bey. But infact its 
establishment coincided with Sabahaddin's trip to 
Manas tir. II (48) "The idea for the formation of the . pal~ty comes 
from Nureddin Ferruh who happened to be influenced by the 
speech which Sabahaddin made it in the Bebek Garden. II (49) 
IISabahaddin was later offel~ed the leadership of the party. But 
after refusing the offer he promised to recommend on~ or two of 
his friends for the party."(50) 

Befor'e thE! elections. II some news appE!ared in t.he nelAJspapers of 
the minorities, especially of those of Armenians and Greeks, in 
connection with Prince Sabahaddin I s alleged promises such as 
t.he. one he pl~omised to give special priviliges to 'l7.he· 
pathriacate. II • Ud.) . 

Upon t.his, Huseyin Cahit, who was thEl leading supporter of the 
Union and~ Progl~ess in the press wrote an article of j::l~gion 
Intrigues which was published in the Tanin newspaper on t.he 
date of 26 Te§rin-i sani 1324 (52). As he said the following: 

liThe pl~olTlise of special pl"iviliges for the 
religious groups that the patriachate obtained 
from Prince Sabahaddin were in fact not 
religious previliges but were previliges for 
political means and ends" (53). 

In reply to these Prince Sabahaddin wrote his second 
explanation that was titled as The Second Explanation about the 
Decentralization and the Private Initiative. (54) The main 
theme of the article was again about the term of 
decentralization, But one other thing he' also pointed out in 
this explanation was about the article of I-Iuseyin Cahid which 
he described as lIan open slander", (55) Refusing all the claims 
made against himself by saying as: 
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"In all these years there have been numE!roUS 
obj e~tions . to me by some, in var'ious wri tings 
pubIJ.shE!d 1.n the press. Among all these claims, 
I wish one could have shown, at least for once, 
a sentence or a IAJord that they couId prove!!! 
There was no such possibility, and because they 
were unable to do so, they committed themselves 
to further lies and slanders" (56). 

While t.hese discussions and argument.s about the ideas of the 
Prince cont.inued, suddenly the affair of March the 31 st IAJas 
broken out. PI~ince I s name was also mixed with the name of the 
organizers of the affair. 

But there are various views regarding the extend of his 
involvement with this affair. According to some he was amongst 
the leaders (57) but to some he had no connect.ions with the 
affair and definetely he was not one of the organizers of the 
affair. (58) But even today the real cause of the affair has not 
been clal~ified. (59) 

One thing we know for sure that Prince Sabahaddin was involved 
in various moves to t.urn i:he affair against. Abdulhamid, (60) 
and lAlhen he heard that the soldiers were showj.ng an interest, 
he went to Enver Pasha and asked his direct help to overthl"ow 
Abdulhamid from the throne. The reply of Envel~ Pasha was that 
he couldn I t achieve a thing like t.his 'by his own efforts. In 
ret.urn PrinCE! said the followj ng : "No ot.her alternative left to 
save the country but the removal of Sult.an Abdulhamid", "Yl1dlZ 
can not st.and against t.he guns of the navy" and then he went to 
the IAJarsi'rip Hamidiye and asked for their help (61) and in 
betwe~~n these comings and goings he published tlJJO comminuques, 
one to the soldiers as~ing them to obey their officers and one 
to the Ulema saying as 

"You, The Hardworking Ulemas 

You should work, especially today, work more than you usually 
do, so that all the muslims can be freed from the possibility 
of being a tool of tyranny. From now on the muslims should not 
follow as for their aims nothing but generosity, fraternity and 
virtuosi ty. Work, especially today work more than you usually 
do so that our hearts would be freed from the beats of 
ha tred, and s e 1 fi s hnes s . Let ISS pread the generosity and 
nobility even to our enemies."(62) 

As a result of these activities Prince Sabahaddin was arrested 
and was charged with mixing with the organisers of the affair. 
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But when his innocence werE! unders tood he was dis charged, as 
seen from the official report below: 

IISince there is no proof t.hat would necessiate 
the arrest of Prince Sabahaddin we return his 
fr't1edom t.o him. 

April 15, 1909 (1325) 
Central Commander of Istanbul 

Major Remzi 11(63) 

Ac.cording to Ak~in the reason of his discharge IJ..las Prince's 
closeness to the British. To him, the discharge of the Prince 
and hi s brot.her were the result of pres sure exerted by the 
British who considered the brothers as their men.(64) But 
according to Orbay it was Sultan Re§ad who ordered the release 
of the prince during his coronation when he visited the 
minis try of defence. "On. his arrival, the mother of Sabahaddin I 

Seniha SuI tan, sister of the Sultan Re§ad himself startE!d to 
cry and scream in front of the room where his son was kept and 
whE!n SuI tan Re§ad heard this, he dischargE!d Sabahaddin after 
making him to promise that he would not inuolve again with the 
politics any rnore."(65) . 

Prince Sabahaddin had been too much affected with his unfair 
ar'\~est and after reaching his freedom he b.lent back again to 
Europe and "kept his promise by not involving with the politics 
for sOlTle time." (66) After he returned to Paris he wrote his 
open let:ters' to Union and Progress. They comprised eight 
letters and were the continuation of the first and second 
explanatimis that he w\note IJ..lhen he was in Turkey and they were 
titled as the Open letters To Union and Progress- The last And 
thE':......1.hi.r.g~p.l?nat.ion A?out Our .Doctrine (67). 

To him "the s e Ie tters were letters that tried to dis cover the 
road to social harmony", and (68) 

II was dedicated to the most conscious members of 
the Union and Progress, the party which took the 
responsibility of governing the country after 
the declaration of the 2nd constitution." (69) 

His first letter started with the following words. 

"Gentlemen. 

I shall start my letters with the idea of a very 
talented sculptor. 
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When beauty and ugliness meet, he said, beauty 
conquers nature by a divine law, goes always 
toward the very best, and ceaselessly evolves 
t~ward. the perfect. If we- apply Rodin's 
VietAlpO],nt to the social field we can say that 
when tlnuth and power collide, at last the truth 
will conquer and when friendship and enmity 
me~t, at ~ast frienship wins. We do not forget 
thiS subl~me law and we are addressing these 
letters Wl th a friendship of fifteen years to 
those tAlho have been for t.en years our polit.ical 
enem~e~. In fact we want to prove t.hat nature by 
a divine law goes always toward the best., 
evolves to the perfect. II (70) 

IIWe always wantE!d freedom, but never opined on 
the ways by which it had been gained by those 
who possessed it. Our publications were 
ineffective for we never came closer to 
criticize our social ills.1I (71) liThe subst.ance 
of your publications before the declaration of 
the 2nd Constitution were based on the idea ~hat 
the cause of all social problems was the 
despotic governing system of monarchism, and you 
thought you would solve all the problems by 
pulling it down and establishing a 
constitutional systE!m instead. Everything tAlould 
then b~ allright, with the ideal result that the 
country would have been saved. We never believed 
in ,this and from the moment you started to think 
so; our ways were seperated from the way of our 
friends 1.n the Union and Progress, Alt.hough WE! 
apprec1.atE!d the. moral side of their efforts we 
couldn' t avoid telling t:hem the incompatibility 
of their ideas with the existing soc1.al 
problE!ms ."(72). 

SeE!ing that the outcome of the affairs were proving his early 
predictions Sabahaddin further distanced himself from the 
curr€!nt political issues and gave himself to the introduction 
of the ideas of, La Science Sociale and the to the other social 
works. Most of the letter's he wrote from Paris were mainly 
directed to the explanations of the ways and the means of his 
programme that could be put in use. 

Back in Turkey the wishes of 
after Abdulhamid were not 
country's existing position. 
and makE! it a going concern 
they were gamblers; they 

those unionists who came to power 
to defend the maintainence of 
"They wanted to revive the state 
in the modern world. In a sense 

tAlanted all or nothing. II ('73) 
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Yet the country was sick. It was essenU.al that it 
be moved and strained. Abdulhamid recognized this 
tried to maintain the preSE!nt status quo. But his 
attributed this to his clumsiness. -

shouldn't 
fact and 
opponents 

Abdulhamid I S own politics were based on the ideas that would 
stop the disintegration of the Empire, as stated by Feroz 
Ahmad, "he tried to save the state in its existing form; and he 
had accomplished this in a masterly way.II(74) About this 
Abdulhamid told the following: 

II I am thinking about what my country was once 
and what it is now ll

• An Empire which was once 
spread over continents came down to a handful of 
land within ten years. Whose fault is this? And 
since we los t the motherland, what is the use 
even, if we find out who is guilty. 

For forty years I waited for the major powers to 
start quarelling with each other. This was my 
only hope, and I saw the fortune of the Ottomans 
in this. The expecled day finally arrived. ·But 
unfortunately, I had lost the throne by then, 
and those who had the power could not use the 
opportuni ty that I had waited fOI" forty years; 
it disappeared from the hands of the Ottomans 
for ever . 

It was· only for this reason that I tried to stay 
on the throne for some thirty years. If I made 
cory'ces sions to some powers during my reign, they 
were again for this reason. It was even for this 
reason that I bYockaded the navy in the Golden 
Horn and did not allow the soldiers to exercise. 
If I dared t.o have' a bat.tle with the Greeks it 
was not to loose the' island of Crete to the 
advantage of t.he BriU.sh. Any way, what.ever I 
have done I good or bad I I did for this reason 
only. 

I hided this secret for fort.y years. I will t.ell 
it to the future generations \:0 let. them know 
the facts about myself. I didn't tell this even 
to . my closest prime ministers. Because I know 
from my experience that if one thing is known by 
two it no longer remains a secret, and 
defini tely this shouldn I t be heard and known by 
the other countries. ottomans could be saved 
only if they would use this opportunity wisely 
and only then they could become a great nation 
again. 
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In .order to understand how I reached this 
bellef, one should first know the conditions 
that prevailed in the country and the world when 
I sue ceeded to the throne. I didn I t reach thi s 
conclusion in my early days. I reached it after 
seeing closely the intentions of the great 
powers towards us during and after the Russian 
War that we ~ad lost. We didn't have enough 
strength to llve and stand on our own feet. We 
co~ld ~ave a chance to b~1come again a power, a 
VOl ce ln the world only if our enemies, united 
to disintegrate us, quarrelled with each other, 
broke up and we become a power indispensible for 
at least one of 3 these countries. 

It was obviously inevitable that the· rivalry 
behueen the powers would at the end lead them 
into a fight. TheY'efore until that moment the 
ottoman government should have to stay away from 
any conflict and should enforce its strength 
only IAlhE!!1 such day of reckoning arrives. This 
was the secret of my politics which lasted - 33 
years. II (?5) 

Whin Prince Sabahaddin was engaged in writing his letters back 
at home the political and military situation were deteriorating 
further. Especially the situation in Balkans was getting IAI0rSE! 
as most of the Balkan countries were making new demands. When 
these countriE!S namely Bulgarians, Greeks, Serbia, Montenegro 
did not get - any reaction regarding to their demans, they 
started to form allies against the ottomans who were also 
supported 6y the Russian. 

While in istanbul there were some who opposed to idea of 
entering a war. But Union and Progres who wanted to win back 
the former lands of Turkey was in favour of the war. But during 
this time as a result of a new political development in 
istanbul the Union and Progres s party fell from the power and 
replaced by a group of opposition members who were sympathatic 
to Prince Sabahaddin's ideas. 

Not surprisingly, "soon aftE!r this Prince Sabahaddin returned 
to Turkey upon the invitation of the new Sadrazam, Gazi Muhtar 
Pasha, II (76); this was 12 days before the beginning of Balkan 
war. And he objected to the involvement of Turk&y in that war. 
The Prince was a sincere advocate of peace in the Balkans. 

For this he even vj.sited his uncle Sultan Re~ad and begged him 
to prevent the entrance of TUI~key into war against the Balkan 
countries as he tried to explain that such a move would be a 
disaster for the country. 
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In reply to his words Sultan Relad told him that he should not 
wOlnry, that h~s government would try to take every precaution 
for not entE!~:l~g such a war. (77) But the previous errors of 
the past polltlcal party in power had made it inevitable for 
the Empire to enter into this bloody war. 

As soon as the war started all the conditions militarywise were 
against the Ottomans. Upon this Prince Sabahaddin wrote a 
letter (78) to Sultan Relad asking him lead the army himself in 
the battlefront as the moral of the soldiers were very low. In 
the end of the war Turkey lost practically all of her European 
provinces as well as the islands in the Aegean Sea. 

Afte~ the war political situation was getting more complicated 
everyday as many people were dissatisfaied with the performance 
of the elected members of the parliament, and the involvement 
of the al"my IAli th the po Ii tics. There were some officers who 
were also against the involvement of the army with the 
politics I espE!ciaIIy their support of the Union and Progress. 
They asked Sabahaddin to suppor~ them by giving moral and 
financiaI heIp. This group was known as the Halas kar Zabi tan 
Group. (79) There was also another group of civilians which 
later became the biggest opposition party in opposition against 
the Union and Progress. It was called Hurriyetperver Party and 
they \ als 0 wanted to use Sabahaddin ' s ideas and his personality 
f or the palnty I s aims. But he refus ed to involve di rec tly with 
their policies as he stated in the letter below: 

A short explanation 

II I would like to s tate that I have never joined 
the Hur-riyet and iti1af Party. Despite the fact 
that I had been continuously and persistently 
offer'ed the leadership of ·the party, I rej ected 
it for the reason that I was completely sure 
nothing would come out of it in the end. It is 
certainly true that some of my friends had 
become the members of the party. But I have 
never interfered with the free de.cisions of my 
friends including the members of my family since 
I myself have been defending the idea of 
individual and social freedoms throughout my 
life. Any kind of diversion from this. s~and 
would, I think, constitute a self-contradlctlon. 
I believe defending one's own views 'and thoughts 
is something and oppressive interference in 
others ' ideas is something else. 



I would like to mention one of my memories in 
connection w~th HLirriye.t and Itilaf Party which 
happened durJ.ng the tlme IAlhen ~ they were most 
poverful. They had prepared a political plot and 
I was asked to join IAlith them. I refused their 
offer in a fr'iendly way. Upon this I many 
congradulation were sent to me by the members of 
1:he Union and Progress while at the same time I 
received anger and condemnations from the 
opposite side. In my openion both sides had been 
subjective in their responses. In the end so 
callE!d plot was executed by the representative 
of bureaucracy I Mahmud Pasha who would do 
anything whatever he is told. All the members of 
the schools of la science sociale (meslek-i 
ictimai) knew the fact: that no party who only 
pursued to achieve political aims even wi th . the 
best intentions can not save a communal country 
unless they have a concept of reform found on a 
methodical training system that would aimed to 
shape the social formation of society. These 
poor countries even when they occassionaily 
reach high standart livings they soon E!nd up 
again with failures. is not it for this reason 
that thE! IAJOlnld is now slowly bE!eing pulled down 
to a IAJolnld war. But one day in the future and 
certainly in a distant one when a party is born 
whi chi s equipped with the k nowl.edge of both La 
science sociale and La science spirit.uelle only 
then a pal"ty will be able to achive something 
pos~itive. Certainly there are some backward 
countries wher'e one can find the existence of 
priva t.e ini t.ati v~e and producti vi ty but. the 
existence of such activities in those countries 
are not due to the directions of their political 
parties but due to the superiority of the 
private lives of the members of society. However 
would this superiority of them last for ever? If 
the factors that improve the morale and the 
social standing of a community is learned by 
heart I the maintanence of thE!ir superiori ty can 
then be continued. Otherwise I personally think 
their superiority can not last very long. For a 
man who said approximately 30 years ago that the 
starting point in our lives would' be love not 
hatr'ed can now not. think and feel in any other 
way. Aitough I believe in the necessity of be~ng 
the politics on morality and sympathy, the pOlnt 
made her'e was not aimed to cover these but thE! 
humanity."(80) 
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II PrinCE! Sabahaddin who took Pri.vate Ini tah.ve and 
Decentralization as his main poli.ci.es had never formed a party 
or an any organization in practiCE!. But most of the time hE! 
kept neal" him a gl~oup of intellectuals ~who tried to spread his 
ideas and remained fatthfull to him." (81) 

For him the expectations from the consti.tutional government 
were never materialtzed for the stmple reason that he was 
seeking the solution to the pr'oblEHTI ("lith in the change of the 
social structure not with in the change of the political 
structure. 

showed his sOI~row by saying the following 
lias we said when we wel~e in Telnakki one can 

to OprE!5Sion by changtng theform of the 
About this point !)lS!llir._:.:.i.. __ tLi?~ikat then as ked 

For this reason he 
words with regret 
not put an end 
government. II (82) 
him the following question. 

"At firs t you e s capE!d from oppre s s ion, now you 
al"e E!scaping from the consti tution. In this case 
what do you want?" (83) 

In r~~ply to the this Prince Sabahaddin \Alho believed 
that the consti tutional gov81nnments arE! bound to fail 
un16ss the essence of their reformations should be such 
that they should aim to transfol"rn the life styles of 
the people fl"om the. one based on collectivism to the 
one based on private initiattve said the following: 

"The salvat.ion of our countl"y is possible, not 
by~the enforcement and enlargement of government 
authori ty, but by the development and 
strengthening of the life of the indtvidual 
thl"ough prtvafe initiative and· by the 
establishment of the same spirit of tndependence 
and the same goals in public life. I1 (84). 

He explained again the correctness of his views and emphasised 
the erronous nature of the choices made all of which he thinks 
could have been avoided if they would have applied the methods 
of decentralization which Luere explained in his book BOlAl Turk~ 
can b~ saved.(8S) 

But the political party which held the destiny of the Empire in 
its hands was not ready to accept the Prince's reform program. 
They condemned him as a traitor. Since he a~vocated 
decentralization of the government they thought that thlS would 
be a threat to Imperial unity. They argued that his plan wouJd 
dissolve the huge Empire by giving each pl~ovince the right to 
govern itself. 
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HOlAJevel~ there weJ"e some who believed in the sincerE!ty of his 
ideas. Amongs them was Saidi Nursi. He believed in Prince 
~)abahaddin I s sincel~ity but accE!pted his views as a mistake. 
Therefore he wrote down the letter below in which he explained 
the wrong parts of his ideas. His letter entitled An Answer to 
the Nice Idea of Prince Sabahaddin contained mainly the 
f O1Towi ng m'e-$" s a"g E! ~.".------"----."---.- -

"If the idea of decentralization is applied 
without bringing all those who live on this land 
to tll€! same cultural and ideological levels and 
let everyone who has a bl"other or a son to form 
thEdr OlAm particular associations, the alr€!ady 
existing hatrE!d of the oth€!r communal and 
nationalities would then flare up more than 
befol"E! as thE:1Y take this as an opportunity to 
put their OlJ.Jn idea of sepal"ation int.o pl"actice. 
In consequence. we will then see with great 
horror that your idea of decentralization is not 
confined to its assumed boundaries as it IJJould 
fC)lnce lAlith such a pl"essure that t.he curt.ain of 
constitution to which you attached most of y~ur 
hopes lAJould not. be able to stand against its 
pressure and 'l;lould be torn, in fact it would be 
rat.her burst. with great. ardour. These minorities 
composed of diffE!l"ent l"aCE!S and religions would 
fi Ins t. ask for s elf-autonomy and later fOJ" 
indepE:1ndency. 

We. then find ourselves surrounded with 
indumerable small States which came into being 
aftel" the disint.egration of a large country. a 
s i tua tion expres s ed in the terrninolog y of 
history as Tavaif-i Muluk. Resulting from the 
failure to control the feelings of competi tion, 
this opens such a road to teJ"ror that while we 
engage in our hostilities on the rUlns of 
unequal forces, with the invasion of foreign 
powers, our country collapses. and finally 
disappears. If we put the bE!n€!fl.ts of freedom 
that we had longed for on one scale of the 
balance and our losses on the other which would 
weigh more? 

We wanted to cure the poisons of oppression by 
means of freedom. In this approach, our succeess 
depends on the establishment of a proper sod.al 
stl"uctUI"e. 
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If, under decentralization, our freedoms lAJould 
h~rm .our national unity and scatter seeds of 
mlschlef and .sep.al"ation, this would be nothing 
elsB than unw~ttlngly opening a way for treason. 
Be careful. tnat. today, even those political 
clubs the 1.ntentlons of which alne not clearly 
known, are supporting separation movements. 

Since the sole solution for our salvation is to 
defendfr'eE!dom and the unity of our nation and 
to keep ourselves away from acts that are 
cont.r'ary to our wisdom and common sense, it is 
imperative that we prevent any attempt that 
could pI"oduce undesit"able resul t.s, irrE!spective 
of its nature and place of origin. 

I don't think it suits to your faith and 
patriotism to be on such a dangerous I"oad that 
can turn our existence into a hell, an existence 
l!.lhich could can turn :into an heaven undel" the 
futul"e sky of Asia. Alas, what can we do? We can 
not put. it into practice today with the IAJisdom 
and the ideas that we possess now. We need more 
time and mql"e effol"t.II(86) 

According to Mardin, IIPrince Sabahaddin had picked a wl"ong 
pel"iod as he hurried to apply the ideas of decentra:lizati.on 
whtch he borrowed from L.a SciE!nce Sociale. II (87) It lAJas really a 
very difficult government system to apply into the ottoman 
Empire. 8e.cause with the words of Abdulhamid 

lithe Ottoman Empire had. beEln formed with thE) 
combination of various nationalities. II (88) 

It was a fact that before the second constitution the 
minorities were incited by the fOI"Edgn powers. (89) The Ottoman 
idealism kept the various people· in unity who had different 
races and religions for centuries but when the government 
started to IAleaken, these minorities did not stay in order. As 
Abdulhamid told once 

IIno race would remal.n in order when the country 
it belongs to becomes LAleak. II (90) 

The idea of Private Ini tiative which was introduced to Turkey 
by the efforts of Prince Sabahaddin was accepted by many people 
without an objection. But the idea of decentralization which he 
also wanted to be accepted had worn him down and removed any 
further possibilities of making any use of the talents of this 
man who was a real patriot. The decentralization view of Prince 
Sabahaddin IAlaS well intended though it was very vulnerable t.O 
exploitation. 
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We don't believe that he had any ill intentions when he shared 
IAlOl~k \Alith the minol"ities. Because, fOi~ the sake of his country 
hE! SpE!nt his lifE! in E!xile, living in various places lAlhile 
longing for '.it. 

In the meantime the Union and Progress party were trying to get 
back the power it lost for a brief period. They attacked 
Babiali, they killed the minister of defence, Nazim Pasha and 
his assistance and fOI"ced Sadrazam Kamil Pasha to resign from 
his post. After this the candidate of Union and Progress, Mahmud 
$evket Pasha became the new sadrazam. But th'.is obviously did not 
improve the situation because this time all the opposition 
groups against the Union and Progress started to arrange their 
counter attacks to kill Mahmut $evket Pasha and finally he was 
killed on 14 June 1913. It was this killing of Mahmut $evket 
Pa s ha IAlhi c h gave the excuse fOJ" the Union and Progl"es s to 
eliminal:e all it.s polit.ical opponents as they sentenced them 
ei thel~ t.o death 01" longimprisonmE!nt. Among those sentenced to 
death was Prince Sabahaddin but he escaped abroad after hiding 
a few days in Istanbul.(91) After a successful escape he wrote 
a let.ter. The main ideas of which I give below. 

In his letter he strongly denied the charges made against 
himself in connecti.on with the assasination of Mahlllud $evke·t 
Pasha and said that he was ready to stand in any court provided 
that all the fact.s of the case sould be examined thoroughly and 
objectively first. He said that he in fact advised those people 
not to l"eS()l·~t to violence when they as ked him 1:hat they WE!re 
going to use" force against their political enemies, for he 
l"ej ac·ted the IAlhole idE!a of using violence for the vel"y reason 
that it ~as the methods of t.he members of the Union and 
Progress which he never want.ed to be associated with (92). 

After t:hi.s affail" for a while t.hel~e was a talk of arnnest.y for 
the people tAlho IAIBI"e involved with the assasination of Mahmut 
$evket Pas ha. Pl":i.nce Sabahaddin' s name was amongst those names 
mE:~ntioned. As a mattel" of fact he had a vis'itor from Turkey 
representing the government who first conveyed the personal 
gr'eetings of his uncle Sultan Re;;ad and then the intention of 
the govN'nrnent for his amnesty. But. the .real intent.ion of the 
government. IAlas lito obtain the help of Prince Sabahaddin for a 
loan t.hat the government was planning to borrow from the 
bourses of France."(93) 

During this period, the political situation in Europe, was 
getting nearer to a breakdown (a si tuation which AbdGlhamid 
wanted to happen during his time) as the Germans were trying to 
obt.ain new colonies at thE! expE:~nse of the other majol" pOlAler'S 
namely England and France. Germans in search of new allies 
against their main rivals England uJel"C tl"ying to obtain the 
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support of the Ottomans in order to win their alliance for the 
coming conflict. Against this, we know that the leading members 
of thE! Unl.on and Progress were also thinking in similar lines 
with their counterparts in Germany. 

Prince Sabahaddin was then in Paris, again in exile, wathcing 
clos~l¥ the po~itical developments in Turkey, and with his 
unfal.ll.ng devotl.on to his country which compelled him to do 
what he could do to save her from the coming disaster. It was 
getting more obvious that Turkey was going to side with Germany 
in the coming war. To Sabahaddin this would be a catastrophy. 
Consequently he sent messages to the SultanRe~ad (94) and to 
the leader of the poli tical party, strongly advising them to 
avoid entering the war and stating that such acti6n would only 
result with the dissolution of the Ottoman Empire. 

At the s arne time he made contac ts with the Frenc h Government 
and asked them to help him to prevent the entrance of thE! 
at toman Empi re into the war as an ally of Germany. (95) However 
his efforts failed and Turkey became a participant in the 
tragedy of the First World War. 
Even after this the Prince did not give up his efforts. He 
tried to influence the Ottoman Government to accept a separate 
treaty of peace. (96) But again the political party ignored his 
argumE!nts, and the Ottoman Empire shared the fate of Germany. 

When the war started, Prince Sabahaddin left France, as it 
become the enemy of the Ottomans and went to Switzerland and to 
set tIe there.' 

The entral1ce of Turkey into the First World War was again a 
blow to the ideas of Prince Sabahaddin for he consistently 
objected the idea o~ Turkey entering any war since the 
declaration of the 2nd Constitution. Like his uncle Sultan 
Abdulhamid he reached the same conclusion that the Ottomans 
were not in a shape to win any war either in the military field 
or in the arena of international politics. 

Abdulhamid's observations were based on his first hand contacts 
with the leaders of the major powers of the period as he 
realized the fact that all of them were only interested to 
break down his country and to obtain a share of it and used the 
issue of minorities as an excuse for their own ends. 

On the other hand the observations of Prince Sabahaddin were 
ba s ed on hi s first hand knowledge of the structural (the mos t 
important determinant) weaknesses of the Ottomans as compared 
with the undoubte.d superiority of the western powers through 
his scientific studies which of course included his 
observations he made during his long stay in Europe .. 
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The ideas ~e adcovated, like the decentralization were often 
used by hlS oppenents without any close examination as an 
excuse. to . a~cuse him that he was working for the interest of 
the .mlnorltles and the western powers. But in reality the 
forelgn powers wanted to use him for their own particular ends 
such as the Fr~ench. gov~rnment which made a very attractiVE! 
offer, when he .was ~n SWltzerland during the beginning of First 
World War, asklng hlm to work against the government in Turkey 
who were then in war on the side of Germany. Al though he was 
against the allience of Turks with Germany I he still refused 
the French offer, (97) remained in SIJJitzerland and continued to 
work for the interest of his country in spite of the numereous 
disappointments he had experienced. 

As a result of the war, most of The Turks who lived 
gathered in Switzerland. Most of them were closely 
wi th the politics in Turkey and they carried 
political views with the result that there was 
between the existing ideas of Turks. 

in Europe 
in touch 
diffE!rent 

no accord 

It was again Prince Sabahaddin who took charge of the affairs 
and organized the Turks to take a concerted view with the 
effort of convincing the Turkish governme.nt to make separate 
peace arrangements with England and France, because most people 
who· were watching the developments of the war were convinced 
that Germany was losing it and they all knew that Turkey would 
also suffer very heavily from the fate of Germany as they were 
allies. 

As expected when the war was over. Germany surrendered 
unconditio'nally while the Ottomans were also forced to share 
the same fate as the country were occupied by the allied 
forces.This catastrophic result was not a suprise for the Turks 
in Switzerland. as they were making preparations for a congress 
to examine the Wilson principles in order to determine their 
future actions. The congress was held under the chairmanship of 
Prince Sabahaddin and took the following decisions which IJJere 
mainly about the condemnation of the allied policies (unfair 
occupation) and therefore mostly against the declared Wilsonian 
principles. They sent copies which contained the decisions 
taken in the congress to the governments of the allied forces. 
to the world press and to the other relevant places (98). 

Prince Sabahaddin in addition to his political involvements was 
also busy in spreading his sociological vi~ws which ~e strong~y 
believed that the only solutions for tne salvatlon of hlS 
country. He was in touch with his friends in Turkey who shared 
his views. 
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His a?ility to interpret social problems and his Social Reform 
Doctr1.ne, aroused respect among a smaIl group of university 
professor's and s~udents. They called th~emselves "Nesli Cedid", 
the New Generat1.on. The members of Nesli-Cedid started to 
tr~nslate passages from liLa Science Sociale" recommended by t.he 
Pr1.nce. They advocated new school programs to educate the 
pe~ple of the provinces for self-government. Earnestly they 
tr1.ed to adopt the reform program of the Prince to the Empire. 

In fact he lAlrote and finished the prime work of his life that 
refle cted hi s mature stage work in 1913 and carried the title 
of How Turkey can be saved This work at the time of its 
publicat.ion made echoes allover the country. It was the 
application of meslek (Profession) into our social issues which 
was seen as the declaration of a reform policy. Al tough wri tten 
in 1329H, i t.s publicat.ion after the war in fact increased its 
influence tlAJice as much. The book was published by Mehmet Ali 
~evki in 1918 together with his preface The proffession , 
Against the Danger." (99). 

"There were no original ideas in the book, only those ideas 
which he had put forward earlier, but this time, they were 
presented in a more detailed, refined and compact style. 11 (100) 

Prince Sabahaddin came bac k to Turkey on 9/12/ i 919 and was met. 
by a large crowd which included some members of t.he government., 
his family and the press. (101) As soon as he came back he 
wrote an open letter which was entitled To Out National 
Conscience. (102) F1.nd1.koglu found this letter useful, for it 
carried the following point which was "with the application of 
certain I'fiethods of sociology, the past moment of experience of 
a particular country could be used to enlighten the presents 
political realities of that particular country."(103) The main 
message of the lett.er was that if anyone has a reform program 
that was supported by such past experiE!nces t.hen lAle should put 
it immediately into practice, but if there was no such reform 
program in existence we should try to use the methods of our 
program (meslek-i ictim&1). 

However, the existing situation was not good for any political 
activity as the city itself was under occupation and all 
political activities were forbidden by the occupying forces. 

During this period Prince Sabahaddin spent most of his time by 
helping those who had problems with the o~cupying forces 
because his knowledge of western culture made h1.m acceptable to 
the westerners. Moreover, most of the political activities were 
any way being moved to Anatolia where the movement of 
independence was taking place 
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As it is known after the abolishment, the dynasty members were 
forced to leave the country and as a result of his relationship 
with the family, Prince Sabahaddin was too exiled and forced to 
live abroad for the rest of his life. -

Dur'ing his later yE!arS he had not produced any more work that 
was in the nature of a book. "Occasionally he made somE! 
analysis. of the Soviet Russia examining it from a social 
scientist's point of view which were pubhlishad in the Europan 
newspapers. II (104) But even during this period he didn I t stop 
studying the issues he belived in, and tried to spread these 
ideas by various means. 

His only work of this period that carried his views, which were 
also an important source of the period that related to his 
private life, were the letters he sent to his special friends 
who tAlere the members of the movement of la science Social, a 
school of thought which he himself initiated in Turkey. 

The maj ori ty of thes e letters in ac cordance wi th the type of 
issues they contained showed an internal growth of the movement 
as well as the development of the writer I s own intellect which 
it was understood made a turning towards spiritualism in his 
later years. Most of these letters were kept in the privatE! 
fil~s of the well known author Nezahet Nureddin Ege since 1918 
(105). 

We learned about the existence of these letters from Prof. Dr. 
Hilmi Ziya Olken (106) and Prof. Dr. Ziyaeddin Fahri F1.nd1. koglu 
(107) who ~lso stated that they were not published in any where. 

~ 

Here, I thank and remember with gratitude Mrs .Nezahet Nureddin 
EgE:~ who gave me the honour and the opportunity to read these 
letters which give some important clues and bring some hidden 
dark facts of Prince Sabahaddin's life to light which were not 
known before and to publish some of these letters for first 
time by taking out them from her private collection. 
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Chapter 4 

HIS DEATH AND COMMEMORATIONS 

One of Prince Sabahacidin I s unusual side was his miserable and 
wretched end which he had come up against despite the fact that 
he had once limitless resources at his disposal. Because he 
belonged to the palace he was always surroundEld with a large 
number of friends when he went to Europe. But his faith did not 
always share the same fortune. Especially during his final 
years he suffered a lot. His health had not been very good with 
the consequence that he moved from one canton to another in 
accordance with the changing seasons of the year. But there 
were also some other reasons for his continuous movement' such 
as the paying of the economi c penalty of having the title of 
prince which was added in front of his name.It was not possible 
for him to stay in large hotels for his financial situation was 
not very good. As a result of this he was forced to live in 
small towns or in village guest houses under the name of Mehmed 
Sabahaddin (108). When his death was very close he was in a 
state of constant delirium and great sadness for he was feeling 
very homesick. "Just before his death he had fallen into a 
sleep and after a while he opened his eyes slowly and said 

I am very bored here, why are we staying, let us 
go back to our country" (109). 

"In this state of delirium he stared at his surroundings for a 
moment or so "wi th an empty look in his eyes, then he pulled a 
silk Turkish flag from the drawer of a console near his bed, 
op(;~ned it~'with his trembling fingers, kissed it, and spread it 
over his eyes. Under the influence of his illness he 
continuously talked in" his sleep as he was repeating the 
following words constantly: 

Here, here is an airplane, the one which is 
covered with a Turkish flag is coming towards us 
it will now take us back to Istanbul." (110). 

With his rights and wrongs Prince Sabahaddin who loved his 
country very much spent all his life for the benefit of his 
country. 

After spending most of his life for the salvation of his 
country he died in Switzerland at t~e age of. 70 on the 30th 
June 1948 suffering with a great pa1n of 10ng1ng for he could 
not join 'his native land again. He. believed in death and the 
existence of life after death. For h1m: 

"How winter is essential and 
similarly death is essential 
initiates the life .. "(111) 
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"A~ter his death. his body was embalmed and put in a lead' coffin 
wh:: c h was kept ~ n an underground store hou se of a hos pi ta 1 in 
Sw~tzerland for exactly 4 years and 2.5 months. His coffin was 
brought by a ship in September 1952, a.nd on Friday the 12 th 
Septe~ber, after ~he performance of the funeral prayers in 
Bayez~d Mosque, h~s coffin was taken to the family graveyard 
near the Bostan quay of Eyup Sultan, placed at the opposite 
corner of the Husrev Pasha Library, and there he was buried in 
his lead coffin next to tombs of his grand father the sea 
admiral Halil R~fat Pasha and his father I Minister of Justice, 
son-in-law Mahmud Celaleddin Pasha." (112). 

COMMEMORATIONS 

The reform programs proposed by Prince Sabahaddin did not get' 
enough chance to be put into practise in spite of the fact that. 
they were widely discussed by the public. After the termination 
of the Empire and the establishment of the Republic, those 
ideas which were once silenced by the claims that they were the 
continuation of the ideas of Union and Progress, appeared again 
in the ideological life of the country. But again as the views 
took their place at the ideological centre, it was .Durkheim 1 s 
sociology which was once more started to be accepted as the 
soverign ideological institution by the intellectuals. 
Furbhermore Prince Sabahaddin failed to make the monographic 
examinations and observations despite the fact that he himself 
offen repeated their importance. The reform programmes that he 
defended were accepted by some people only as "reform 
programmes whose outcomes needed to be proven." (113). As a 
result of these political and non political factors the 
teachings ~'of La Science Sociale that he defended made less 
impact when it was compared wi th the teachings of Durkheim. 
However since his death to the present time he is still 
remembered, as the co~memoration meetings are continuously 
being held for his honour for the 
contributions he made to the development of social sciences and 
the efforts he showed for his country. During these meetings 
the weight of the po.int of discussion has been heavily not on 
his political but on his scientific activities. 

In a speech during a commemoration meeting Ulken said the 
following: 

"When we arrange these commemoration ceremonies 
for this great guide we should not see him as a 
political reformist who w~s involved ~n the 
poli tics of a certain per?od ~nd put. .Into a 
particular political moul~ ~n wh~ch pos~t~ve and 
negative openions were p~ctured about h~m, ~ut 
we should see him as the usher of a generat~on 
of sociologist and educationalists who have 
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de cided t.o set on the road again as they s hak e 
the neglects of the past forty years. If we want 
to c.om.fort his soul and put the country in an 
ausplclOUS research path we should fill every 
part of the country with researchers who would 
work like ants, but before every thing we should 
first open social research centers in our 
universities. 1I (114). 

According to our findings the· first commemoration meeting in 
Prince Sabahaddin I s honour was held in the horne of his close 
friend Dr. Nihat Relad Belger in Slraselviler. on 30 (31?) 
1.1949. Those present at this meeting were HOseyin Siret, Ahmed 
Bedevi Kuran. Sadi GOr. Mehmed Ali, Prof. Ziyaeddin Fahri 
Flndlko~lu and Nezahet Nureddin Ege.(115) 

The second commemoration meeting was organised by the Teachers' 
Association of Istanbul two years after his death on friday the 
30th June. 1950 at 17.30 p. m. in the large lecture hall of the 
Faculty of Law of the University of IstanbUl. At the time when 
this meeting was held the funeral of Prince had not come to 
Turkey. 

The fifth anniversary of the commemoration meeting of his death 
was' again undertaken by the Teachers' Association of Istanbul 
in the sociology arnphi theatre of the Literature Faculty of the 
University of Istanbul on the date of 30th June 1953 at 17.p.m. 

The seventh anniversary of the commemoration meeting of his 
death was. undertaken by the Prince Sabahaddin Bey Committee in 
the EmincrnO Students I Hall on thursday the 30th June 1955 at 
16. p. m. The commemoration meeting of the 15th anniversary of 
his death was undertaken by the Turkish Social Research 
Association under the superV1Sl0n of its president 
Prof.Ziyaeddin Fahri F2ndlko~lu in the Cemberlital Teachers' 
Union hall on Sunday 30th June 1963 at 17.p.m. and was 
dedicated to the Prince as well as to the other members who 
belonged to the school of Prince Sabahaddin. 

The ct;!remonies for the 27th, 30th, and the 31st anniversaries 
of his death was undertaken by Nezahet Nureddin Ege in the 
conference hall of Erenkoy Gunel College. 
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PART II 

THE SOCIOLOGY OF PRINCE SABAHADOIN 

A Short Introduction 

The foremost problem in studying the life and especially the 
works of Prince Sabahaddin is to determine the meaning and 
function he attributed to social science or La science sociale. 
In this context one can say that Prince Sabahaddin approached 
the study of social sciences not in a detached manner but with 
the practical purposes of adopting the ideas of the social 
sciences to the degree of their utili ty and of using them to 
prevent the disintegration and downfall of the country, 

His studies (His sociology) mainly aimed at finding out the 
most successful human type for he believed that it was nothing 
but the combined efforts of the members of a society which made 
a country strong and prosperous. 

So "i f we di sti ngui s h the ideas and the dis coveries he made 
(all' of whi ch cons ti tuted hi s sociology) we come up agains t the 
following ideological structure. 

a} The creation of an ideal man as model to follow. 
b) An educational system that would train and create the 

ideal man 
c) A new.' type of society which would pos s es s the appropriate 

means to the creation of an ideal man 
d) A system of thinking appropriate to the social analysis of 

the existing societi/es 

The ideas that we set up in the above order would probably 
start from bottom to top when their effects are taken into 
consideration."(l) 

In all his scientific activities, the only thing he was 
interested was to find out the ways that would save a declining 
country and to formulate methods for the foundation of a strong 
society. To him, science was an in;trument not a~ end. An~ the 
instrument he used was the teach~ngs of La SCl.ence Soc~ale. 
Broadly speaking his sociology consist of ideas together with 
their training methods on how to make the members of a country 
strong and prosperous. 
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Chapter 5 

PRINCE SABAHAODIN'S APPROACH TO LA SCIENCE SOCIALE 

Prince Sabahaddtn, who ftrst got to know la Science Sociale 
from Desmolins I .bo~k of !L.9_Y....q_·:L.J;JenU-2......_su l?eriorite des Anglo -
Saxons?, espE!c).ally admired its classification of the 
societies. Using this classification Prince Sabahaddin thought 
that he could determine the place of the structure of the 
Ottoman society(2) .And as one of the member of this school he 
had become the first person who disseminated its ideas in 
Turkey. 

But in Turkey anyone who t.alked about Sabahaddin regarded him 
as a sociologist and mentioned his sociology. However 
Sabahaddin insistently said that. he belongE!d to the school of 
la Science Socia1e rather than to the conventional teachings of 
sociology. For this reas6n, before we talk about his sociology, 
it is bE!tter to explain the tel"ms of sociology and la science 
Sociale as he understood in order to prevent any misconceptions. 

According to Ziyaeddin Fahl"i F1.nd1.koglu "Prince Sabahaddin and 
his pupil Mehmed Ali ~evki used to talk about the topics 
regarding thE! existing mE!taphysical currents usually under the 
heading of sociology (or ictimaiyat) in a critical manner."(3) 
But the position is in fact was not an argument about the usage 
of a lJJot~d. The main point he was concerned wi ththe sociology 
and the social sciences were the solutions they brought to 
social problems. Prince Sabahaddin explained his own position 
in an ind;i.rect way to Ziyaeddin Fahl"i by saying that the only 
reason IAlhy he prefer'E!d to use t.he t.E!I"m "science sociale" over 
II sociology II in the PrillfJl?le~ of Met.hodology' IAlaS to make its 
understanding more spec.ific in terms of the methods of a 
scientific study. So his purpose was not to create an argument 
about. the use of a t.erm.(4) However despit.e his vague st.atement 
here abov~, he had not com~ across with a principle of 
sociology that he could accept. 

a-Comparison of Science Sociale and Sociology 

According to him sociology and la science Sociale were not the 
same things and the methods of la science Sociale did not 
resemble the methods of sociology. There were important 
differencE:~s between them. He explained the differences between 
Science Sociale and Sociology as the following: 

IIMany people confuse sociology, which is a 
social philosophy saturated with imagination and 
abstraction, wit.h la science sociale I which is 
a positive science as physics and chemist .. ry. And 
this proves clearly that the latter 1S very 
little known. 
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La science sociale is an exact science like any 
other, and it explains the natulnal laws which 
govelnn ,the so~ial relationships of mankind, and 
makes 1t poss1ble to diagnose the reasons of the 
socj,al ills that have caused the ruin of the 
lives of many nations in the past."(S) 

For. him, II La SciE!nce Sod.ale has truly succeeded in analysing 
soc1al probll~ms by its own special methods, II (6) Salling as la 
c' c'l b :J JC1ence 00C1&e was orn of observation he states that: 

.IIS c ientific observation must never be confused 
lAd.th supel~ficial observation. In order to 
observe anything scientifically, one must be in 
pos ses sion of a method of analysi s lAJhich deals 
with the fundamental rather than the external 
aspects of the problem. With the discoveries 
made by such a method of analysis, one arrives 
at a synthesis and a classification of facts, 
which are in turn form the foundation of a 
s cien ce, Si nce sociology deal s with the general 
and ex ternal as pe c ts of social phenomena, it- is 
unable to reach to the essence of the· problems 
it sets out to solve. 

For sociology to become a science, sociologists 
will have to observe social phenomen~ from a 
purely social point of view, that is, a special 
and fu"ndamental, points of uielsJs of the social 
rel.ations Inather than the general points of the' 
views of psychology, ethics, philosophy, 
history, law, and religion from which todays 
social problems /ar(~ interpreted and the rE!sult 
of this approach is bE!ing such that no 
sociologist can complete the unfinished wOl"k of 
his colleague, As we see, there is neither 
5 cienti fic analys is nor a s cienti fic continuity 
in the publications issued as sociological 
literature, There is no scientific analysis in 
sociology because in reality, law, economics, 
and ethics are manifestations of social life 
which change wi0h the changing social formations 
rather than the cause of these formations, To 
examine social phenomena from the point of view 
of law, economics, or ethics i~, therefore, 
scientifically unsound. And since sociology has 
no system of analysis, every sociologist becomes 
an author wri t.ing on the subj ect of sociology 
from his own subjective point of view. Under 
these conditions, confusion rather than a 
science will arise, 
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App~oximately t,en years ago one of our friends, 
wholll IAle have S'lnce lost, said, It is queer t:hat 
none of ~he sociology books I read have any 
common pO'lnts, Authors such as ~Spencer, Charles 
Letourneau, Tarde, Durkheim, Gustave Lebon have 
all investigated social problems from different 
points of view and have all arrived at different 
conclusions. This makes me doubt the true value 
~f sociological publications. What a blessing it 
1.S to have such a discerning reader. Even though 
the list of namE!S given above contains some of 
the most famous names of the century, their 
works form nothing but a barren social 
philosophy and have never and will never become 
a true science. . 

Everbody knows that natural science beca~e a 
scienc(;~ only after various classifications and 
analyses were made, lJ.lhich in turn led to the 
development.s of other branches such as zoology , 
botany, and mineralogy, Before the zoological 
01" botanical classification were made, - the 
sciences of zoology and botany did not exist, 
Since sociology has no system of classification 
of it.s OlJ.ln, it reminds one of a state of the 
science of zoology befol"e Cuviel" I s time, While 
sociologists are wasting their time as well as 
that 9f others as they pursue -their imaginary 
science which is nothing but a mirage, the real 
social science (la science sociale) is advancing 
stE!adily and rapidly in its discoveries," (7) 

Generally Prince Sabahaddin trusted neither any sociolo~ist nor 
any ideas of sociology. In one of the letters (8) he lJ.lI"ote as 
seen below he talked about insensitiveness of the sociologist 
and again emphasised the differing position of la science 
sociale from that of sociology as for example he tried to 
justify the reason of his mistrust of the sociologists by 
suggesting that their wrong usage of the term "rural sociology" 

"I notice that I had not come acros s yet with 
any of' the principles that la science sociale 
put forward in the sociology books that I knew 
of, but of course there might be some other 
ideas of sociology in the books that I have not 
read. The examination of the other ideas of the 
sociology may also be necessary especially for 
to illustrate the superiority of la science 
sociale as a science over sociology. However 
those writings of our valuable and learned 
citizens who were engaged with the study of 
social problems that introduces the ideas of 
sociology to their people, must also be 
appl"e cia ted. " (9) 
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IIlf ~JE! exclude to a certain E!xtend the American 
publ~c ,and its statemen and some small 
democrat~c countries like Switzerland, nearly 
all t.he other' countries of the~ East and West 
tJJe~e ~n such a state of incomprehension and in 
bl~ndness a~d were so blind and unscrupulous 
that they dl.d not see the existing deep rivalry 
bet~en Russ~an and German dictotorships, and 
~he~r governments' acknowledgement of the 
~ntroduction of the worst torture methods to the 
tho~s~ncls and rrdllions of pE!ople as their 
pol~t~cal means, what, then at a time like this 
thos e sociologi s t, who welne mu s hroming from 
every where with their principles and especially 
those American doctors of sociology were 
doing?II(10) , 

"If science sociale had been thought in the 
various places arid the University of Harvard 
according to thE! ways in which it really was I 

then the telnm II rural sociology II would not have 
bElen used. Because this term lJ..Jas misleading for 
the students and for the majority of 
intellectuals as it could make them think 
science sociale as one of the other endless 
theories, of sociology. The evidence for this 

. fact could be shown with the failure of those 
var'iou5 sociologists of not bE!ing able to point. 
out the facts to their citizens while the "'Jorld 
was being pushed by these countries t.owards a 
cat~stlnophy. Those sociologists who claimed that 
they did not. make any mistakes were the ones who 
needed awards."(ll) 

b-Where he stood 

Princ(:1 Sabahaddin did not accept the idea of being a follower 
of Le Play. For his own interest he prefelnlned to be known as 
t.he sUPPolnt.er of the school of la science sociale I because of 
its evolution, not the supporter of Le Play.(12) For the fear 
t.hat he might be labelled as a supporter of Le Play, and he 
thought that this could mislead those people who did not 
understand the core of the issues and might be led to think 
that he was taking a side lJ.lith a person rather than with a 
science. (13) 

Nevertheless this did not prevent him from feeling great 
jnespect and admiration for the great and painstaking 
monoghlnaphic works of Le Play who was also among the founders 
of the ideas of la 5 ciE~nce sociale. lie thought that II Le Play 
had falIen into some serious errors but this was only because 
Henri de TourvilIe's nomenclator was not available in Le Play's 
time. II (14.) 
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Prince Sabahaddin who coincidently met Demolins conceived 
science sociale not as a science but as a number of scient.ific 
formulas that could be used as solutions for social events. For 
t.his t"eason IIhe drew his attent.ion rather on t.he 
classifications and the systems side of the school of sci.ence 
sociale, spending most of his time with its syntheses and 
consequently neglected the study of the research of its 
monographes and its management side. II (15) He ShOIJJed his 
appreciation for the works of la science Sociale with the 
following expression. 

liThe bi.ggest and the most valuable IJ..l0rk that La 
science sociale has plnoduced so far was its '75 
years-old social classifications which crowned 
the study of scient.ific analyses".(16) 

At t.his point he was seperated from Le play. Rut this 
separation was related to working methods rather than to 
ideologies. For example he did not have a single field work of 
his own while Le Play and his followE!rs directed their studies 
towards more field IAJork. But "the reason of this could be found 
in the fact that he was away from his country most- of the time 
and he IJ..las also VE!ry busy wi th the issues of his country. II (17) 
For these reasons his ideas and examples about his country were 
moitly based on the teachings of this school. Although he 
himself had not studied the analytical and adrninistlnative side 
of Le Play I s tE!achings. he often used the works of· the membE!rs 
of la science socialE.~ and tried to explain the results he got 
from hi.s observations with the application of the methods of 
their woy'J<s. 
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Chapter 6 

THE TEACHINGS OF LA SCIENCE SOCIALE 

In this cha~ter iAle shall outline briefly the teachings of la. 
sC~E!nce sOC"lalc, again with the sole purpose of showing why 
Prlnce Sabahaddln made its findings as the basis of his 
sociology, 

II La Science Sociale, which owes its birth to 
three geniuses, FrE!derick Le Play, Henry de 
Tourvilles, and Edmond Demolins, advanced in its 
task of scientifically observing the social life 
of human beings by the compilation of a sed.es 
of monographs which inlJestigated social 
formations, beginning from simple forms on to 
increasingly complex ones, From these monographs 
which various professors of the same social 
school in different countries had been preparing 
and accumulati.ng ovel~ a period of eighty years, 
Edmond Dt!lTIolins, lAd th his rare genius, made a 
social classificati.on, This gr'eat classification 
has resulted in the formation of a science which 
will be the sole guide in the private and 
communi ty lives of human beings and will be the 
centl~al scienct~ that. will give men a new 
understanding of law, ethics, economics, 
ps y chology , rE! ligion, and hi story, To know the 
classifications of Social Science means that one 
is ,able to know just. what stage of what kind of 
fohnation each nation belongs· to, II (18) 

This was exactly what. / h~~ was looking for, A study of social 
analysis that examined and classified scientficially the social 
structure of the existing societies in accordance with the 
characteristics of their rn~mbers, With the help of this 
clasification he could first determine the social formation of 
the Ottoman Society and then diagnose the real causes of the 
decline of the Ottoman Society, 

The implications of ·the findings of la science sociale were 
such that the most important element in growth and development 
was not the form of political structures but the 
characteristics of the people and the form of the structure of 
societies, So first the structure of the society should be 
examined, t.hen its characteristics should be determined and 
until then the solutions that are appropriate to its own 
problems should be brought in. 
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In fact if t.~e so~ial issues al~e not sd.E!nUfically analysE!d 
and the l~elat1.onsh1.pthat exist bebIJeE!n thE!rn arE! not propE!I~ly 
under s toad or to put its hOl~tly without thE! benefi t of the 
s?cio-scientific discoveries (methods).one can neither find the 
r'1.ght course to reform a society nor can SE!e the real factol~s 
that would put a country into the right direction. Therefore: 

"When solut.ions are 100kE!d for to social issues, 
the structure of the society should be known 
first, and then accordingly it must be acted 
upon." (19)"Anything which is not based on any 
scientific method is bound to be a waste whether 
we like it or not".(20) 

a-Its classification of societies 

ACcol~ding to the classification of the social gr'oups which is 
the most important discovery la science sociale; SocieU.es are 
divided into two general groups. 1. Communal Formation, 2. 
Particularistic Formation, 

Those bAlo fonnations are also divided into many subdivisions. 
The diffel~ences of the characters of the tlAlO formations WE!re 
Ii k,e tlli s : 

uIn communal nations, t.he people mainly are not 
those who rely on themselves but are dependent, 
accol~ding to t:he lE!vE!l of devE!lopment, on their 
famili,es, on their communal, on their political 
par'tiE!s, or on thEdr gOVE!rnments, TheSE! 
communal, in spite of some developments in 
education, form socieU.es with low pl"oductivity 
levels. The countries of Asia, Africa, South 
Amelhica, Turkey, Russia, Southelhn and the 
Centl"al EUl"opean countries can be given as an 
example for thi s type fOI"mation. 1/ (21) 

liThe nations lAlhich al"e classified as 
particular'istic formation, according to the 
degree of their progress in their formation, are 
those whose members rely on their own efforts to 
solve t.heir own pl"oblems, and as a result. they 
create the most productive, energetic, 
independen·t and prosperous nations. \I (22) 

La sd.ence sociale shows t.hat the real independency of the 
members of a country can not. be reached with t~e change of ~he 
form of govenment and its laws. Therefore, t.o Prlnce Sabahadd1.n: 

IIChanges in the forms of govelhnments undel~ the 
system of centr'alizat.ion SE!cur'e nothing in 
social progress. Real progress in public life 
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~omes I no~ fl~om .a consti tutional monarchy I nor 
I rOln parl:lIn~ntarJ.sm, nor yet fl~orn a Inepublic, 
but from prlvate enterprise which gives strength 
and olnder to the life of the individual. 
Communal societies like Turkey, which can not 
understand the fundamental importance of the 
life of the individual and falls into the 
fallacy of believing that only poli tics coun·ts 
in the detennination of the course of a nation 
and tries to remedy their social defects by 
political and legislative means, in fact fall 
from one crises into another. II (23) 

To him, the essence of progress and development is not found on 
the shape of the political and administrative institutions but 
on the formation of the social structure. 

"Irrespective of· its shape 
structure would always give 
that is, pr'oduce 
performances. II (2lj,) 

the same 
the same 

all.>.lay s 

social 
result, 
similar 

Therefore, the solution of the problems are only possible when 
the people are able to obtain their self independence and 
changE! thernsE!lvE!S into an enterprising, productive, and 
industrious chalnacters. But is a change from one fOlnmation to 
another possible? If it is possible how can it be done? 

b-The Principle of Transformation 

According~ to the discoveries of la Science Sociale social 
formations too are subject to tho principle of transformation, 
and the change from one formation to another is possible. 
Therefore, when the lne/quired factors do exist, these two type 
of organisations can be transformed from one to another. 

"In order to make the change consciously from 
one formation to another, one should have to 
know the real differences that exist between 
these two formations. In the past, thE! factors 
were the working conditions, the environment and 
the geography. But today the real factors that 
cause the differences in the types of social 
organizations are thanks to la science sociale 
known. Therefore, the occurence of 
transformations of the social structures are now 
within the reach of human wtll.II(2S) 
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IIBecause without making a scientific and a proper 
analysis of the structure of any society and 
wi thout diognosing the right causes any reform 
program which is then put forward can achive 
nothing but can only speed up the disintegration 
of the country.II(26) 

In the following chapter we shall see how he first examines the 
social structures of various countries, compares their 
administrative methods and concludes particularistic formation 
as the best type of social structure, then finally sets out the 
required conditions that will make it possible for the 
existence and the development of such structure. 
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Chapter 7 

PRINCE SABAHADDIN1S FINDINGS 

At this stage, after learning science ~ sociale and the methods 
it put forward, he was convinced with the existence of a 
possibility which would enable him to analyze the structure of 
Ottoman Empire and to prepare the reformation program that was 
required for it. 

a-His Discovery of the type of Social Structure of ottomans 

With the social classification of la science sociale at his 
di s po sal, it l}.las not. diffu cult for him to find out that the 
social structure of Ottomans was of communal formation, and the 
pl"oblems of the society IAlere mostly the results of this type 
social str'ucture. The Ott.oman people deprived of any kind of 
privat.e init.iative, were consuming while living in idleness and 
isolC\.t~ion . 

IIThel"e is not.hing easier than describing a point. 
that can be reached with the members of a 
count.ry whose 98 percent of its population 
es cape from IAlork as if it is the plague I and 
with the fraudulent dealings and the false 
promises of its politicians who do it for their 
reeIE!ct.ions. 

In this case, should we lay the blame for 
eve.rything on the governments? No, the 
goOernm(;~nt is not the cause. This is a bad 
l"esult of the social structure. NOIAI then what 
can be E!Xpec ted from the application of the 
constitution in this country? 11(27) 

~~hat he means here is that whet.her it is a constitution or a 
monarchy it IAlaS not the type of government but the social 
structure of the count.ry which ultimately determines the 
conduct and the performance of a society. 

b-His Comments on the Type of Government Methods 

As the country IJJaS heading toward its catastrophic end there 
were many people from the different sections of t.he country who 
had been suggesting various types of gov~rnment forms, e.g. 
democracy, constitutional monarchy as solut.~ons to the prob~.erns 
of the country. Against the ideas of such people Pr~nce 
Sabahaddin made the following comments: 
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"No constitution Ol~ any democracy of the \J.JOrld 
can make a country free if her people do not 
p~sses~ any initiative in ideas and only aims to 
11.ve \JJ~thou.t the hal~dship and -the struggle of a 
work. lhe form of the government is in fact far 
away from being of any importance. In United 
I~ingdom thel~e is more freedom and the degree of 
1. t can not even be compared with the one that 
exist in France. As for the democratic 
governments of the southern America the bandits 
rule the country not the governments."(28) 

f1As for' parliamentarism, like any other social 
institution, it produces positive or neqative 
r'esults depending on the consciousness and the 
understanding levels of its people. In orde.r to 
comprehend Hlis fact it is enough to look at 
South and North America. Isn't there the 
presence of Parliaments on both sides? But in 
the Uni t.ed St.ates the frE!edom and the democracy 
prevail whereas in the countries like Chile, 
Peru, Ar'gE!ntine, Venezuala whose populations are 
mostly made up people of Spanish and Porteguse 
01"i9in, dict.atorship prevails!!! .. ,11(29) 

For Sabahaddin, the efforts of becoming a westerner come to the 
same' meaning as in t.he· mE!anings of democracies that exist in 
the countries of Latin America. 

II It is sad that in our country the idea of 
bJcoming a westerner is taken something like 
accepting the moral and material standards of 
the west, for example these people think that we 
can bring Turkey to the level of western 
civilization by building immaculate roads, 
railways, harbours, canals and by establishing 
ins ti tutions like schools, libraries, banks etc. 
However we never think the fact that the west 
has crE:~ated and carr'y on creating these works 
out of nothing, nor. that they are not creating 
these from imitation. 1I (30) As for us, we are 
alway s s pending our time wi th the end results, 
instead of looking for the causes and the 
reasons that create those causes. "For this 
reason the direction that we want to follow 
under the title of westernization can not be 
other than the same old direction that brought 
us down to the pawns of the beasts of pray,f1(31) 
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Therefore imitation too is not a salvation for 
an ideal society, IIFor years, freE!dom, 
consti tutional government, better education and 
moral standards, and ideas of the west have been 
called and are still been called, But non of 
these ideals so far put into practice were able 
to achieve any progress not even for an inch 
neither for the committees, nor in the thought~ 
of the people that tried to practice those 
refor~s" Because, these socio-political 
organlzatlons are not the results of the various 
ideals mentioned above, On the contrary all 
these ideals come into existence in contrasting 
\AJays that result from the interactions of thE! 
opposing socio-groups which are inherent in all 
socialorganizations,II(32) 

liThe examination of the kinds of goverment as 
well as the other kinds of public organizat.ions 
wi thout an analysis of the underlying and 
relative live~ of the individuals . of any 
community, is absolutely meaningless, ThE!re -is 
no method of goverment. organization such as 
centralization or decentralization which 
occurres by itself, The lack of strength and 
independence in the life of the individual leads 
t.o centralization, whereas, strength and 
independence in private life giue us a 
decentr-alized organization, II (33) liThe English 
with a concise expression peculiar to their 
lamjuage call it "Sel f Government II (34-) So I II the 
theories of conservatism, liberalism, democracy, 
socialism, progressive or nationalism have all 
arisen from the /lack of any scientific analysis, 
and from the acceptance of some of the ideas 
that are fixed in the mind as the truth from 
which we reach conclusions by ways of applying 
the wrong system of deductive methods l' ,(35) 

c-What matters most in the Methods of Government 
Administration? 

II Because the structure of our social life can 
not rely on a certain base and the reason why it 
can not rely has been discovered a long time ago 
by la science sociale,ll (36) 

Prince Sabahaddin believes that the salvation of the future is 
only possible when the discoveries of ,la science s,oci,ale are 
acepted and translated into the reformatlon programs lndlcated. 

In order to make clear his ideas I he gives one example from a 
. communal society and one from a particularistic society, and 
says, 
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"If _ you \Alant., . l~t IS 100 k at England and Spai n 
. Both art;:! adm~n~stered with the constitutional 
system of governments. Yet the former is on the 
top of the ladder of civilization while the 
latter at the bottom of it. Of course this 
awfull difference between these two countries do 
not arise from the minor differences that exist 
between theiln laws . This great difference 
behveen Great Britain and the Iberic peninsula 
result from fundamental differences in their 
educational systems which cause fundamental 
differences in their life styles because the 
British are brought up to stand on their private 
initiatives, while the Spainards are brought up 
to seek their standing points in life on the 
back of their governments. 

If you want let's look at South and North 
America. Both sides are administered with the 
democratic systems of governments. Life in the 
republics on the both sides of America are 
founded on the principle of freedom for their 
people. Yet the difference between South and 
Nor'th is like the difference between day and 
night. There is a progress and development and a 
big freedom in the North whereas in the'South in 
appearence there is the same freedom but in 
reali ty. it is a serfdom together with a deep 
root~1d poverty. Why? Because in the Nor'th, thE! 
ele~ent that combine the prosperity with the 
civ'ilization and the freedom IAli th the happinees 
is thE! private initiative of the Anglo Saxons, 
who obtain their freedom wi th their own private 
efforts. In other words they are producers who 
increase their production under the system of 
decentralization thereby securing their 
independence while in the South there are those 
Spanior-ds tightly bound to the system of 
centralization, who are only interested with the 
idea of obtaining political power. In other 
words they are consumers who seek their 
independency through political means. 

Put another way, the Northerners get the 
provision of their independency by their own 
private initiative. They are producers who 
enlarge their private initiative with the system 
of decentralization, whereas in the south therE! 
are those Spaniards who are only intereste.d to 
gE!t hold of political power and attached fJ.rmly 
to the system of centralization. That is they 
are consumer's who try to obtain their personal 
independencies through political means. 
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For example in the· South I t 1e ministry of 
constr~ction is also very busy Ii. e. in 
~rE!par:lng projects, giVing concessions. But it 
lS the foreigners who make the most of it. All 
the .natu~al resources of the south are slowly 
passlng. lnto the hands of foreigners. In their 
~wn sOl.l, the Spaniards are even being used to 
l~crease.the.pow~r of the foreigners. If it goes 
11ke. thIS lt lS an obvious fact that the 
~panlards will even endanger their own political 
lndependecy. The problem is not with being an 
Anglo . Saxon or a Spani s h but wi th havi ng thes E! 
two dlffE!lnent educational systems which result 
ei ther in social prosperi ty or in social 
poverty.1I (37) 

After emphasising the need for us to increase the number of the 
producers whohav~ private initiative in our country he says 

It If lJ.Je do not turn our eff art s to thi s pu rpo s e, 
you must be sure of the fact that a dry 
con s ti tution with its own would not be able. to 
save us from the final perils of bankruptcy not 
only :in the economic field but in the moral 
field too. II (38) 

If you take notice, the unit of measurement taken here is not 
to be of an English, or of Ame~ican or of a western origin but 
it is the pos-ession of certain characteristics of the members 
of soci€~ty. Therefore, he gives the Englis h as an example not 
the type of policies they have but credits them with possess a 
type of social structure which is based on private initiative. 

d)Two Fundamental Conditions for an Ideal Society 

Therefor'e the society Prince Sabahaddin was longing for IlJas 
nei ther a westernized society nor a democracy or any other 
society governed with any other type of a system. He stated the 
ideal society is the one based on private initiative. The point 
he was insistent on about was the impossibility of the 
development of the ideas of private initiative in our mother 
land as long as the system of centralization continued to exist 
thE:~re . 

Quoting from the discoveries of La Science Sociale Prince 
Sabahaddin I s views are based on the following two fundamental 
principles. 1) Private 1ni tiative. 2) Decentral izaton. For the 
development of any society private initiative is a condi tion 
that can not be excluded and as for decentralization, this is 
an administrative sysh1m which feeds the private initiative. 
Therefore private initiative and decentralization are essential 
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for each other, that is one complements the other.If we say it 
with a different expression, reforms either in private life or 
in social life should be initiated together. The purpose of the 
reform programmE:~S made in the private - lifes are to stir thE! 
private initiatives of those people. Therefore in order to 
achive this the present system of administration should be 
changed to a decentralized system of administration. 
Decentralization is not a purpose in its own but a form of 
administration which stirs and feeds the private initiative. 
The important thing for him was the self sufficiency of 
individuals of the members of a society. 

Therefore the only solution is to transfer the structure of the 
society from the socio system based on conflicting social 
groupings (collectivism) to the socio system based on private 
enterprise. 

So according to Sabahaddin, the change from communal formation 
to a particularistic formation meant that there was a 
transformation of the members of a society from being in the 
state of inertia to a state of private initiative, from 
consumption to production, and from dependency to independency. 

e) Implications of the Two fundamental Conditions 

I-On the Method of Government 

for Prince 
follow for 
as follows': 

Sabahaddin, the direction is then neccessary to 
the reform actions in government organizations are 

II Instead of the 1 ethargic I i rre 5 ponsible group 
of government officials who are forced to depend 
on each other for orders in a chainlike series 
starting from the top of the central government 
to those .who are not empowered to act on their 
own initiative, we find it neccessary to 
substi tute them with energetic, responsible, 
resourceful men who will hold the authori ty in 
their hands under a decentralized system of 
administration which is the product of a 
particularist formation. Thus we wi~l have to 
replace a centralized government ~h~ch h~s no 
capacity for organization and actlvlty wlth a 
decentralized one. II (39) TherBfore, lI our 
adminstrative organization should be set up I not 
to spread the orders of one central government 
to all parts of the country, but ~o e~t~blish a 
responable board of men for each dlstrlcL as the 
government of their 10ca1i ty. For it the 
organization of such local governments, is 
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necessary to replace the nomad like class of 
government clerks and officials who have no 
interest whatsoever in local prosperity and 
rec~nstruction with a class of men who are 
resIden~s of that locality and~ are, therefore, 
deeply ,lnte,rest,ed in the prosperity and welfare 
of theIr dIst.rIct., The local people, especially 
those respected in their community who have been 
successful in life through their business 
activities should be encouraged to take par·t in 
the administrative activities of their o LIm 
affairs. Therefore, in the appointment or in the 
elections of the officials for the business of 
governing the local community~ the essential 
thing that should be kept i,n mind is to get 
those people who will administer their own 
affairs best Lllhich Lldll anyway be for their own 
i n t E! res t . " ( 40 ) 

"Thus the right direction that Llle must give to 
the life of individuals for them to become 
independent and self-reliant is by cr~ating a 
particularist social formation strenghtE!ned and 
enforced through the tools of administrative 
methods, As for the officials whose appointment 
by the central government is absolutely 
necessary, these men should be chosen on their 
proven ability to organize and to assume 
responsibility only when the permanency of their 
positions is assured as much as possible. II (41) 

Fi n·aly, II Publ ic Organizations I always and 
everywhere are absolutely under the influence of 
the conditions of the life of the individuals. 
Because of thii, administrative and political 
problems can not be solved by themselves. These 
problems I like all of our other problems, are 
part of the fundamental problem of our social 
formation. It is neccessary to look at the 
problems of the organization of public life from 
this point of view and the direction that should 
be given to any social reform would be in 
ac cordance wi th t.he res ul ts obtained from thi s 
analysis."(42) 

In addition to these he sets one another condition which he 
thinks is nece~sary for the implimentation of government 
policies, We find this in the expl~nati?n of, a new term wh~ch 
he uses for the description of hl.s Vl.ews In connected wl.th 
international politics, It is called "Meslek-i siyasi ll (the 
profession of politics), As it is known 
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"the profession of politics which has been born 
o(ut lfjrom the profession of science sociale 

lTIes e <-:-i ictima~) is one other phase of the 
proffeslon, of SCIence sociale,lI (43) "If we had 
starte? 1A11 th th,e application of the profession 
of SCIence soclale and politics allover the 
country with the feelings of affection (vatan 
~umul m~ha~bet) we would never have experienced 
the anXIetIes that we are having today I instead 
we would have had a continuous development of 
peace and prosperity in our lives, II (44) 
"However this is not sufficient alone, It is 
also necessary to have world wide feelings of 
affection, /I (45) 

2)On the Economic Structure of the Country 

"Prince Sabahaddin lAlaS one of those who longed most for the 
involvement of the Turks IAIi th the economic activi ties of the 
countlhY, It is this side in his personality which is pointed 
out when the value of him as a thinker is talked abput amongst 
the Turks.1I (46) 

He said that a strong economy should be based on an 
agricultural structure and believed that an agriculture which 
was practiced with scientific methods could save Turkey not 
only in the economic field but also in other fields, He 
believed that.: 

"Freeing ourselves from today I s distressing 
social disasters can only be possible WhE!n we 
settlE! in our land properly and start to reform 
our private lives from their very roots,lI (47) 

After stating that one of the most important features of th 
parti culari s ti cs tructure is an active agricultural s ys tern I h 
explains his thesis as follows: 

lithe particularistic structure first ties the individual t 
the soil through a hard and active agriculture and then t 
the other productive activities, Hence I it creates actiu 
societies comprising self-dependent individuals,lI (48) 

In any case the 'particularistic structure stems not from an 
ideologv but from a strong agricultural base which originates, 
1.n turri', from the combined effects of private initiative and 
private ownershjp, Thus Prince Sabahaddin calls upon the y~uth 
and shows the great ideal that's awaiting them as follows: 

liThe re-establlshment of our country on the 
basis of private initiative, private ownership 
and scient.tfic methods of agriculture!!! II (49) 
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Briefly, according to him, the economic structure of the 
countr'y should ?e first built upon a strong agriculture, and 
then trade and lndustry should be based on it. Only then could 
one talk about having a strong economy. "Although it is trUE! 
that the economic activities of agriculture, industry and trade 
are. the thrE:~.e separate sour'ces of wealth, II (50) but no trade 
or lndustry lS a real wealth or a sign of prosperity when it is 
carried out without a strong agricultural base. However trade 
is the s piri t of a country and without it there won I t be a 
national wealth, But trade as well as industry should be both 
supported by a strong agricultural activity. Otherwise it would 
be a consumption without a production and lithe road of 
consumption without production would only lead us straight 
forward to bankruptcy.II(Sl) 

In the economic field the Prince dt::,fended the liberal system. 
But he never approved the destructive side of the. liberal 
economy. 

II I ns tead of cas es of dE! s tru ctive compet'i. tion I 
economic and political 'i.ssues should be 
appr'oached wi th affection as he emphasised "the 
importance of mutual help and concern by 
indicating the obvious value of the co-operative 
works which already exist in some societies."(S2) 

He even ponders with this idea at the government levels ashe 
sees the lack of this approach in the international field as 
the major impediment to the establishment of true democracies 
in countries where the social structure is of communal type and 
argues as·follows: 

lilt is obvious that the appearance of social and 
even economic disasters 1S the result of the 
lack of knowledge , affection and consciousness 
in the dealings of the governments. If a reform 
1n the economic situation of the world is really 
desired, then IlJe have to get rid of t~e evils 
Ii I< e totalitarianism, currency s pe cuI a t10ns and 
monopolies and direct private lives ~nd 
government affa1rs towards more constructl~e 
fie Ids I by providing I for example ,eas y c redl t 
terms to honest citizens who would use them 
productively. These are the measures that have 
to bE:, taken first. Otherwise I no real or 
continuous peace can be secured on any ground 
and no real democracy can be bro~ght ~bo~t 
anywhere other than in partlcularlstlc 
sod.sties ,11(53) 
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Chapter 8 

AN EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM TO TRAIN AND CREATE THE IDEAL MAN 

Those conditions which make the social transformation possible 
mentioned in the previous chapter go through the education 
sy stem. This word was not only intended to mean the edu cation 
given in the schools. In order to became a strong, an orderly 
and a developing country, there should be a place for education 
in all stages of life and the individuals should be educated in 
every given opportunity. The environment for the application of 
these ideas are family, schools and the society which should be 
taken as a whole. 

a)Social and Cultural 

To Sabahaddin, family i~ the unit of measurement for the 
civilisation level of a society. For this reason the family 
life must be developed by a healthy balance in any society. 
Thi sins ti tut.ion together wi t.h schools and other e~ement sin 
the society should enable the members of our society to 
transfer themselves fr'om communal formation to particularistic 
formation by bringing up their children in such a way that they 
can accommodat.e the supports of the other m0~mbers of their 
family in their own personality. According to Sabahaddin: 

lithe pe.asants as well as the families of the 
cities do not prepare their children for an 
independent life when the.y bring them up, They 
can~1 t give their children a continuous work nor 
do they give any strenght which would cause them 
to rely upon their own efforts in order to 
promote themselv~~s later in life I on the 
con t r a r y the y r a is e the ire hi 1 d r E! n a 1 wa y 5 wi t h 
the tendency to condition them 50 as to seek 
points of support in life other than their 
own,II(54) 

In order to get rid of this deficiency Prince 
Sabahaddin said the following: 

"those families who have the agricultural, the 
industrial and the commercial means of 
production should s~ppor~ their children by 
going into partners hlP w1.th th~~m in the work 
the y are eng age d wi t h . II ( 55) 
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b)The System of Education 

His opinion 
the society 
people from 
levels 

about the education system was that the problems of 
couI.d n,ot .be solved as some people claim by saving 
thelr llllteracy by only developing the education 

of the schools. 

Prince Sabahaddin believes that: 

"kJhen one critically examines the proofs 
presented in support of the argument that 
schools are the means of the propagation of 
education I so that they strengthen the social 
structure of a community J one sees that these 
proofs are nothing but social phenomena that 
have not been scientifically analysed." (56) 
"The structure of societies gives the same 
results every where. II (57) IINo matter which 
social phenotnena we analyse scientifically, we 
immediately discover its fundamental relation 
wi th the social formation of the the country. 
The problem of education is related to the 
social structure. II (58) 

"If our national training which constitute our 
social identity do not walk in a rational valley 
and the means necessary for this walk are not 
prepared, all the reform projects are bound· to 
rot 0(1 pieces of paper. II (59) HOur purpose of 
telling this is not to claim that our present 
system of education has no value but only to 
sh~ow that the intellectual superiority does not 
necessarily secure the social superiori ty -that 
is J education is not the main factor for social 
development.II(60) 

in itself; on the 
would develop the 

result of this the 
education system are 

Therefore, educatjon should not be an end 
contrary it should be the means that 
personalities of the individuals. As a 
methods of the application of the existing 
very important. 

One of the point that should be taken care in this topic is to 
prevent memorizing as a method of teaching more applied and 
practical knowledge should be taught while efforts should be 
made not to teach too much theoretical knowledge. As for our 
educational system it is almost theoritical. (60) 
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"Today the . success In all the branches of 
science are related to their being more 
experimental than theoretical. As it is not 
~ossib~e to learn a language by ~only memorizing 
lts prlnciples, it is also not possible to teach 
positive sciences by only theoretical 
le5sons."(62) 

Therefore for him in the second stage of training, that is, in 
the school stage J the purpos e should not only be to teach bag s 
of knowledges. But contrary to this fact, "our education system 
is divided into two parts as education and the training. TheSE! 
two should have to be combined into one. II (63) The training that 
is given by the family should be complementary to the training 
given in the schools and both should be directed to one purpose. 

He al so pointed out that it was wrong to elevate our people IS 

intellect to higher levels while their social side remain very 
wE:~ak. As an E:~xample for this he compares the English and thE! 
French students as he says lithe English youth seems to be half 
ignorant in comparison with the French youths but wh~n it comes 
to practical life how much more successful the English 
are ll

• (64) He says that: 

liThe maj or elements of education that of 
phsical, mental and moral training should be 
given in such a combination that would aim to 
increas.e the personal skills of our people. In 
our country physical training is being neglected 
IJJher:-eas good heal th is essential before every 
thi·ng else in order to have success in life, 
since our schools are not being used to develop 
the health of the children, instead they are 
being used to destroy it."(65) 

Therefore this absolute need dictates us he says 
lito turn our schools into a places where we 
develop the private initiative of our people as 
well as to train them to be more productive 
without discriminating whether they are male or 
female or come from different Creeds. II (66) 

He also insisted on the point that La Science Sociale should be 
taught in schools, as he persistently said tha.t it would ~e a 
great benefi t for the countries of the world If the t~achl.n~s 
of La Science Sociale were introduced and taught extenslvely 1n 
all the universities. With great sorrow he added that: 

lithe professors and their students were almost 
engaged with every science but t~ey did not know 
anything about the most essentlal of them, La 
Science Sociale. He said "if they know La 
Science Sociale and if they can draw a practical 
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social ideology from it, only then will they be 
in a position to understand the unnecessary 
sides of thE! bloody revolutions and the other 
military encounters. Afterwords by initiating 
new ideological currents based on the conditions 
of peace, they will gradually achieve the 
establishment of real democratic systems of 
admi ni s tr'a tion, of self governments or b.d th 
anot.her terminology, lithe decentralized system 
of governments".(67) 

However according to the Prince, this was still not enough. It 
was necessary for him to combine La Scic4nce Sociale and La 
Science Spirituelle together with the other sciences. Because 
between these two main sciences the former directly informed 
and the later served to increase our intelligences and 
consciousnees. As for the abyss that to day's civilization has 
fallen into, wasn't this nothing but total irisanity and 
incomprehension? And weren I t these being provE!d by the events 
that were occuring with increasing pain with every passing day? 
So as long as these are not done, humanity can not be saved 
from falling into a terrible dissoppointment. 
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Chapter 9 

THE IDEAL MAN AND CONCLUSION 

~ 

Al though prj.nce Sabahaddin had been involved with poli tics he 
was m~ch mor~ of a person who with the eye of a sociologist and 
morallst trled to search for the possibilities and the 
condi tions of saving a de cl inin9 society. Therefore with the 
help of the discoveries of La Science Sociale he tried to 
develop an education system for an ideal man and an ideal 
society. His idE!al man was an active, self-dependent and self 
confident person having enterpreneurial knowledge, experience, 
ambition, perseverance and prudence . 

One can not disagree with the characteristics of the ideal man 
of Prince Sabahaddin if he wants to have a progressive society. 
However, it is not the characteristics but the methodical way 
with which he built up his model that is the concern of the 
sociologists and it is this approach which makes his studies 
scientific. 

for a start he began his task with a diagnosis of the real 
causes of decline of his country. At first sight this may not 
appear to be a very impol"tant or original step. But when we 
consider the previous efforts of reforms that were made by the 
SuI tans before Abdulhamid then we realize that a few people 
before him identified the fact that it was the social structure 
of the country which was in decline, a process which was going 
on for the' last three centuries effecting the poli tical 
military ~nd the economic life of the Empire. He was one of the 
few peopre who first approached to study the problems from the 
social structure of the country instead of the usual political 
or military structures. 

Prince Sabahaddin I s diagnosis of the declining Ottoman society 
was as follows: The social structure of the Ottoman society was 
of the communal type with the malfuctioning and the 
malformation of the government departments under the method of 
centralization, the members of the society had become more 
dependent and idle in their . 
attitudes. tOIAlards life with the result that they were getting 
more backwal"d while their maj or rivals who had parti cularis t 
social structures were going ahead in every field with their 
new discoveries in science and technology. 

After making his diagnosis he went on to the next stage of 
comparing the features of the existing social structures in 
order to determine which type produced the most successful 
human type. At this point we mu~t again emphasi~e t~E! 
importance of the principle of the eXlstence of a relatlonshlp 
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between the structure, the conduct and the discoveries on which 
La Science Sociale and Prince Sabahaddin's sociology were 
founded. Because when Prince Sabahaddin compared the 
performancE!s of the two different social structures (communal 
versus p~rticularistic) in the northern and southern countries; 
he ~as 1n fact comparing the political; economic and military 
achlevements of those countries and relating their performances 
wh~lly. t? the type of their social structure. Is this approach 
SC1ent1f1c or a mere generalization? It can be scientific to a 
certain extent. He was mostly concerned lAli th the problems of 
hi s country and of his time, but the analyti cal work on the s e 
topics which Prince Sabahaddin did not touch upon have been 
done by the founders of the school of La ScienceSociale. 

The next stage in his model was to determine the right sort of 
environment that would make possible the existence of the right 
conditions neccessary for the development of a productive 
society. By conditions we mean the existence of conventions 
(social norms) and the legal rules (rule of law) th~t regulate 
the relationships of the'members of society with each other. 
When Prince Sabahaddin observed the performances of those 
countries wi th different social bac kgrounds. it was not 
difficult for him to see that the individuals of those 
countries who had a parti cularistic type of social s tru cture 
formation were more productive and inventive at their work than 
the ,individuals of the communal type of society. Why? The 
answer to this of course is found in the issue of incentives. 

In the communal type of societies all decisions related to 
e con 0 mi cae t i v. it i e s , S u c has the all 0 cat ion 0 f the res 0 u r c e s 
and the production and the distribution of the goods are made 
by the central authority. In such communal collective or stat~~ 
ownership· rathE!r than private ownership is allowed or 
encouraged. Furthermore the rewards for the factors of 
production in communal type of societies are not based on 
individual merits or efforts but on the existing collective 
social values of the people and on the views of the cE!ntral 
planning authori ty. And accordingly the central authority of 
the community devises rules and regulations for the maintenance 
of the existing conditions described above. 

For an individual, under such conditions there is no reason to 
work hard or be inventive at his work for he will not gain 
anything from his extra effort~ whereas in the particularistic 
type of societies the individuals are allowed to ge~ .the 
benefits of their individuals efforts. Moreover those dec1s1ons 
which concern the economic activities of the members of a 
society are taken by the individuals without the existence of 
·the orders and the rules of any central authority .. U~d~r ~uch 
conditions individuals can develop their private 1nlt~,at:ves 
mor'e than the individuals of the communal type of soclet1es, 
according to Prince Sabahaddin. 
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But tAle must make the point here that when Prince Sabahaddin 
c~mpared p~rformances of these two different social structures, 
hls :rnphasls was probably on the motivational (this is why he 
contlnuously advocated the application bf the methods of 
decentralization as the type of administration method for his 
country) rather than on their general e~ffects for we know that 
the. g~neral performa~ces of these two different types of 
socletles vary accordlng to the various factors that exist in 
their environment. 

The centralized method of administration is usually found in 
societies whose social structures are of communal formation. On 
the other hand from the very nature of its rules and 
conventions the particularistic type of social structures 
usually lead to the development of decentralization as the 
administrative method of the society. Prince Sabahaddin thinks 
that it is the social characteristics of individuals which 
determine the type of administrative method they· choose. In 
other words individuals who are of self reliant characteristic 
do not allow the evolution of a method of administration in 
their societies under which the decisions tAJould be made for 
themselves rather than by themselves. 

But. according to Prince Sabahaddin, the transformation of one 
type to another type of social structure is possible, and hE! 
recommends decentralization a~ the number one requirement, 
fundemental for the creation of the right type of environment 
in which right conditions can exist to make it. possible for the 
development of the private initiative of the members of a 
society 

Once the" condi tions e. g. administrative, economic, ar'e set 
properly, then it becomes possible to concentrate on the 
business of training and the educating of the members of the 
society. This was the direction to be taken. To him education 
and training of the members of a society were of paramount 
import.ance· as he spent a lot of time studying the educational 
methods of the western countries. His emphasis on experimental 
rather than theoretical studies was not proven to be the right 
type of educational methods for our times but also crucial for 
the development of the right type of characteris~ics such as 
confidence and independence of the members of a soclety 

He believed that with only the right type of training and 
educational methods, a society could become powerful agai~. 
When we look at the characteristics of the ideal man of hls 
model we only see the features of a personality ?f a ~,an w~o 
can only be productive, intensive,. and P\o~resslve lAIlth hls 
work. Now if we consider the dynamlc condltlons of ~he world 
then in the long term no type of man other than thls can be 
successful to survive. 
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In retrospect nothing can explain the sociology and the aims of 
P!"i~ce Sabahaddin better than his own personali ty. His 
socJ.ology as we see from beginning to the end evolves around 
the idea of finding the best type of man sui table for the 
development of a strong and a prosperous society. From this we 
deduce that his main preoccupation in life had been the 
salvation of his people and the general concern he felt for the 
other fellow human beings. His choice of sociology as the 
science of questions he was trying to answer also reveals one 
very important fact that he discovered the importance of the 
human element as the most important factor that should be taken 
into consideration first when social problems and their 
solutions are considered. This was one of the main messages of 
his sociology. 

Education and training with the emphasis being on the 
experimental side of these teachings and the system of 
decentralization as the administration method of the country 
were the mE~ans of reaching the aims of his sociology for the 
crE!ation of a strong and a prosperous society. The former is 
needed by the member of a society to face and to overcome thE! 
ever changing conditions of his environment especially at a 
time when science and technology are opening new frt1ntiers in 
every field. The latter on the other hand is not only required 
for its motivational aspects explained in the preceeding pages 
but 'also for the benefits, e. g. quick decisions, better 
knowledge of the problems, it offers a system of organisation 
that can be more flexible and thus more adabtable than the 
system of centralization in meeting the challenges of a dynamic 
world. 
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INTERPRETATION OF FINDINGS 

~ 

It was the operation of the social forces that made Sabahaddin 
the l~a~er of the Young Turks. Nobody would bring a man to such 
a POSl tlon If. t~at man was in his early twenties and did not 
have any pol~ tl.cal experience. But he was elected I simply 
b~cause of hls family's social standing 'within the social 
hlerarchy of the country. Why him and not his brother? The 
answer of this is found on his charisma (his personal merits) 
and partly on the powers of traditions of the society I as he 
was o~e. of the memb~r of the ruling family even though all the 
OppOS1. tl~n WE!re unJ.ted against the man who was representing 
that famlly. The effects of the traditions are not as immediate 
as the powers of charisma but they are more lasting and 
powerful. They ~sually determine ~he fate of a man or the 
outcome of a social issue.e.g.E.lnonu. 

As for his support for the policy of foreign intervention 
against the non-interventi.onist policies of Ahmed Rlza during 
the First Young Turks Congress I a conflict that kept him away 
from the political power all his li.fe. What were the factors 
that led him to take such an opi.nion in his very early ages 
that proved to be so crucial in his later years? Why he did not 
support the policy of non intervention like any other' patriot 
and opted together with the minorities for the policy of 
foreign intervention? 

Obviously the reason can not be his relationship with the 
school of ·'la Science Sociale for he had not yet met with its 
ideas but nevertheless had already made his choice at that time 
that determined which political side he was going to be IAdth. 
The answer of his behaviour again is found in the operation of 
social forces that existed in his early environment. The 
influence of his foreign tutors and the clossness of his family 
with the cultures of western countries which reflected in thE! 
living styles of the family (e.g. Seniha Sultan). 

Pa~a was too under' the influence of the western countries I as 
he displayed his willingness to cooper'ate with then when he 
acted as a middleman for the British in connection with the 
railway projection. All this indicates that the ideas of family 
were strongly in favour of cooperation with countries like 
Britain in the fight of saving their country from her decline. 
While on the other hand Britain and France were in favour of 
the idea that the Ottoman Government should give more power to 
her minorities in 'the determination of their own lives 
(decentralization) if she wanted their help and cooperation in 
the international field. And this might as well be the reason 
which led Sabahaddin to support the idea of decentralization. 
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~fter h~_~a~e his choice in favour of decentralization against 
centrallzatl0n as the better administration system for the 
Ottoman Gover~men~, ~e searched for a kind of political program 
tha

b1
t. would fJ. tins l.deas so that he could present it to thE! 

pu .1C. 

Among the sociological thoughts that existed in his t.ime he 
could not be interested with the ideas of the Marxist school 
for it offered solutions to those societies which were 
~xperie~ci~g . social problems originating from their 
J.ndustr1.allsat1.0n process. Politically too he could not be 
int.~restt~~ tJJith the ideas of Marxist school for he strongly 
bell~ved ln the concept of Ottoman citizenship and never showed 
any l.nterest to the concept of class struggle. Nor he could be 
interested with the teachings of Durkheim whose solutions were 
much mor'e appropr'iate to the views of his poli tical opponents 
(ittihat Terakki). 

As we know it was Ziya Gokalp a member of the :tttihat. Terakld 
Par"ty who introduced and represented the sociology of Durl<heim 
in Turkt~y and it was again him who supported" the ideas of 
centralization and nationalism as a sociologist which were then 
became the official government policies of the period. 

Therefore, the teachings of La Science Sociale were exactly the 
material that fitted his political ideas. Here we observe how a 
man makes his choict~s according to the wishes of the social 
group he s ides with. Be cause for a man who had s u c h a good 
scientific background like himself it was impossible not to 
mention the positive sides of the system of centralization as 
it should ~e if he was really making a scientific comparison of 
thE:~" huo different systems. But IJJe do not see in any of his 
writings such a neutral and objective analysis of these two 
systems. What lAle always/come up in his writings are the good 
sides of the decentralization and the bad side of the 
centralization. He never mentions anything about the concept of 
na tional ism as he would be the fi rs t to know the fact that 
those countries which he always praised e. g. England reached 
their present superiority through the application of the strict 
nationalist and the centralist policies (mercantilism) of the 
past centuries, whefeas in his own country. the real and 
successful application of the above policies (nationalist. 
centralist) wer'e only poorly existent since the end of 16th 
century. 

But mu c h more important than thi s he believed (hi s . continuou s 
praise for the northern countries) that it was the only w~y to 
keE:~p the minorities under the Ottoman rule as he recogn1.zed, 
like his uncle, the fact that the Ottomans nei ther had. t~e 
mi 1 i tar'y nor the politi cal mus cIs to ~laintain the ~rder w1. t~1. n 
the border districts of the country. H1.S opponents In the UnIon 
and Progress thought it other wise and were in favour of wars. 
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Furthermore, Pri~ce Sabahaddin through his studies and the 
personal observa~l~ns of the foreign countries, was placed in a 
much better posItIon than his oppenents to realize the fact 
that the ottomans were very inferior in most of the fields when 
they were compared with their main rivals in the international 
arena. 

As he observed countries like Britain, Spain and France he 
sensed the existence of a wide gap which separated those 
countries from each other. Under the influence of Science 
Soci~le he attributed those differences solely to the effects 
o£ eIther centralization or decentralizaton. 

And this explains why he did omit in his writings to mention 
the posi tj.ve effects of the system of centralization wi th its 
past glorious performances witnessed dur'ing the r'ise of many 
past empires including his own,(*) Because the succesful 
perfor'mances of the past governments were no longer I~elevant I 

it wast a diffelnent era and the most succesful country of the 
period apPE!ared to be administered wi th the system of 
decentralization (England), 

Ironically, his approach was completely socio-political despite 
the, fact that he himself had mentioned many times in his 
writings that it was not the political methods thas made 
countri~1s pelnform better, but this was expected from a man of 
his background and his over occupation with the politics which 
in turn made. him fail to realize the effects of t.he socio 
economic changes and development.s that were taking place during 
hi s period~. 

It can now be argued that the real difference that. caused the 
gap was not in the / applications of centralization or 
decentralization but were in the application of the economic 
methods I that is, industrializat.ion which was founded on the 
factory systE!m, Those countries that adobt.ed factory system as 
the production system of their economies became more successful 
than those who could not, If this not. so, how then the 
countries of today's world are divided into two major groups as 
the industrialized and non-industrialized. 

This was the real diffel~ence which obviously made England and 
Germany so superior over the countries ?f Sout,h, ,And, the fact 
that the application of the sysh1m of J.ndustrJ.alJ.zatlon, (the 
factory systE!rn) did not depend on w~eth~rthe country, had a 
method of centralization or decentralJ.zatlon, a fact WhlCh was 
clearly. demonstrated during his time by the . respective 
victories of Germany and Japan who were relatlvely more 
industrialized over France and Russia. 

--------------------------
(*) His interest, which was founded on the study of the 
methods of administration, was mainly dir'ected to their 

't xplal'ned in detail earlier in motivational aspects as l. IJ,.Ias e .. 
the IIconclusionll section of the part II, 
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It may be _also impor1tant for ,the purpose of our investigation 
to note that Germany s (Prus sla) vi ctory over France had been 
founded on the successful unification of the small German 
s ta tos tog,E!tho,r with the su c ces sful app_l i cation of the s y stem 
of central1zat1on as her method of administration, 

But what may bo more illustrative is the case of Japan, a 
ba~kward a~d structuraly a communal society like the Ottomans, 
W~lC~ achleve~ ,through imitation (contrary to Sabahaddin1s 
flndlngs) ,a 11ml.~ed scale of industrialization within a very 
short perl0d Wh1Ch made the big difference as they became 
poworful enough to beat Russia, However the Japanese achieved 
this because, unlike the Ottomans, they had a very homogeneous 
population and t..l..las far away from the constant threats of the 
major powers, 

The common factors behueen the Germans and the Japanese were 
such that they were both centrally administered, had 
homogeneous popUlations, shared common beliefs and religion, 
and lived in an area where the control mechanism of their 
systems of centralization could reach all parts of their 
countY'ies, wh(;:reas the condi tions that existed in the ottoman 
Empire tJ..Jere just the opposite. It was a multi racial society 
wi th different beliefs and crE!eds who were spread over a vast 
arE!a tAlhich made the maintainance of the order and the security 
through the control mechanism of centralization very costly if 
not impossible, 

All these indicate that the successful application and the 
operation of any system depend on the existence of the right 
mixture of conditions (environment), If anyone of the 
conditions which are necessary for the operation of system 
misses. the system does not produce its expected outcome, 

And the implication of this fact is that a good policy for the 
cou ntry II A II can be bad policy to adopt for the country 118 II if 
the conditions in their environments differ from one another, 

Sabahaddin1s stand and his insistence for the system of 
de centralization can be unders tandable when one exclude s the 
effects of other factors (e,g. political). He tJ..las only 
interestr:!d lkJith the administrative benefits of the system. ThE! 
evidence for this. comes from his writings in tJ..Jhich he says 
that the local people are better placed to know their own 
affairs while in one of other writings he openly criticizes 
those who went to use decentralization for their own political 
ends. He wanted decentralization because he could acco~modate 
it with the need s and the s tru c ture of the Ottoma~ Empl:e for 
he was a dedicated Ottoman who wanted all the 1TI1.nor1 t1.es to 
remain under the ottoman rule. But in his over occup~tion with 
the political affairs of his country an? the teach1ngs of La 
Science Sociale he missed the opportunlty to understand thE! 
real factor that caused some countries to b?come more power~ul 
than others. It was not the transformatl0n of the soc1al 
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structure of a society from the one based on communal formation 
t~ a one base~ on particularistic formation as he argued 
flercely but Jt was the transformation of the economic 
structure of a country from the one bas~d on agriculture to the 
one based on industry. (*) 

He unfortunately underrated the important effects of the 
economic matters ov~~r social affairs. The evidence for this 
comes .from one of his writings in which he argued that the 
economlC matters were the end results of the social activities 
of th? societies so that economics could not have any value as 
a SClence. But the experience of the industrial revolution 
clearly proved that the application of different economic 
methods in fact causes the development of different new social 
structures and phenomena. For example the application of the 
factory system as a method of production directly caused the 
evolution of so many new social phenomena e.g. industrial 
towns, transport facilities etc, the effects of which have 
totally changed and transformed the old social structures as 
people moved from villages to towns and changed -their behaviour 
patterns by developing new habits and new life styles. Other 
examples can be the new means of transport such as trains, nelAl 
communication habits as the use of the telephone, new cooking 
methods like the use of gas ovens, and the use of new sources 
of energy as electricity which made possible night visits and 
works. 

However his' failure to appreciate the importance of the 
economic math~rs does not reduce the value of the other ideas 
he advoca+ed. For example his structural approach to find the 
cause of social problems were not only original but proved to 
be correct and were essential in order to understand the 
behaviour and the subsequent performance of the societies. 
HOIAJever his observation of the fact that different methods of 
administration generate different types of individuals were not 
incorrect but incomplete as he only pointed out the positive 
sides of the system of decentralization and the negative side 
of centralization. For example when we look at the issue of 
incentives examined earlier in the Conclusion, we see that in 
the rest of his sociology, he fails to - ITtention the positive 
sides of collectivemotiuation which is known to be a 
precondition for the success of any work and which does not 
require any initiative and creativity but only teamwork. 

--------------------------
To be fair IAlith him, we have to mention the fact that 
even most of the economists of his time failed to 
realize this very important economic phenomenon. In 
order to understand properly this economic phenomenon 
one should at least witnessed or had the knowledge of 
the economic events that the countries of West and East 
had experienced after the tlAJO World wars of the 20th 
century. 
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But as we know that both sy s terns generate pers onal i tie s with 
chcJ.r'actE!rj.stics both good and bad depending on their 
application of methods and existing conditions. 

His emphasis on the need for better education and training 
rnc:thod.s may not ~ound very striking today but if lAie consider 
h1S t1me and enV1ronment we find out that there were not many 
p:ople . around lAlho realized this fact, especially nobody except 
h1m p01nted out the need that the educational methods should be 
ba:ed more. on experimental rather than theoretical teaching. 
Th1S fact 1S even today fiercely being debated and recommended 
by the educationalists. 

Similarly his findings and his recommendations in the field of 
government administration are still valid for the governments 
of today who ar'e currently debating how for they can 
decentralize or deregulate their systems of government 
administration, e.g. U.S.A, U.K., and even U.S.S.R. 

As· we know decentralization (who decides what to do) is 
as s ociated with the pOIJJer of making de ci s ions locally while 
deregulation (=les5 rules and less regulati~n= less 
bureaucracy) is associated with the reduction of the size of 
those govelnnmental rules. In other words the former represents 
the \ method of administration and the latter the control 
mechanism of that administration. These were the things Prince 
Sabahaddin meant when he talked abdut the system of 
c antral izat. ion.. For decentralization he argued t.hat good 
result.s could only be obtained if t.he decisions were made 
locally by.t.he local people for they would be the right. people 
who would ~now t.he existing conditions better as the conditions 
IJJould diff~1r from one region to anoth~1r, and also they could 
act immediately instead/ of waiting for long periods for 
confirmation by the central government. 

He was just.ified from the technical point. when the size of the 
Empire and the existing transport end communication facilities 
were concerned, But more importantly his emphasisis lAlaS upon 
motivational factors as the people would respond more to the! 
decisions made by themselves than to the decisions made by 
someone in the central government who would be distant and 
impersonal. 

Unfortunately his idea of decentralization was diverted fr~m 
its real course and exploit~;d by his opponents as well as h1S 
supporters according to their own respective needs. From time 
to time he argued that he meant decentralization fo~ ,the 
administrative method of government, and not for the pol1t1cal 
independence of the minori t.ies. But he failed t? ma.ke . t~em 
understand his intentions. The reason could be ~lS m1stlmlng 
for it can not be technically right for the exper1ment of that 
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sort when the country's national security or rather her 
survival was at stake. It may be so. But the real reason may be 
~hat a country can not adopt a system of administration if it 
1.S s.tructurally (economic, education, etc.) not ready for thE! 
work1.ngs of that particular system. 

But again all these do not make any difference about the value 
of his ideas. In fact it shows his vision and courage. His 
choices IJJhich were mostly predetermined by the events of his 
environment, never showed any diversion from the beliefs he 
sincerely held. If we look at his poli tical performance we SeE! 
that he had been one of the dominant personalities of the 
opposition for over 15 years. During this period he could have 
easily got any government office if he wanted so for he 
defirii te ly had the Jnight quali fi cations, in thi s condition he 
would have of course to give up some of his ideas, e. g. on 
decentralization. For' his own political ends, like any other 
member of the opposition he could have· at least entered into 
arrangements wi th other poli ticians. But we observe nothing of 
that sort of a behaviour except his anti Abdulhamid activites, 

kJhat WE:~ observe is his constant dedication and deter'mination 
for the cause of his country as he was acting moy'e like a 
sta~esman than a politician, always trying to defend the 
interElst of ott.omans lAlhen he was in Europe either by giving 
lectures or writing articles in the European press. 

His C:'lrgument.lAlc~S thc:lt particularistic type of societies 
produces individuals stronger with chararacteristics of private 
initiative. self confidence and independence for they often 
live and tl'lJ"ive under the conditions of competetion where the 
number of rules tend to be few all of which motivate them to be 
more incentive and productive as they reap the fruits of their 
own efforts. / 

Where as in the communal type of societ.ies which are often 
associated wit.h the system of centralization the adverse 
conditions exist. The individuals of t.his type of society often 
display character'istics of over reliance ,timidity, a~d 
unproductivit.y for the respective reasons that they work 1.n 
teams, not allowEld to display initiative unless by the consent 
of the gr'oup they belong I and can not reap the benefi ts of 
their own personal efforts since the allo~ation of ~he rewards 
are predetermined by the central author1. ty ac cord1.ng to the 
social status of the individual in his group. 

It must be for this reason that Prince Sabahaddin wanted 
Science Sociale to be tought at schools. Science Sociale or his 
sociology are not.hing but the study of the evolution and the 
relationships of the structure I the behaviour, and the 
performances of the human organizations. 
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He believed that pt10ple \).Iould be more conscious if they are 
taught t.his type of knollJledge, so that they could choose the 
best lAlorkj.ng methods and also would be less inclined to have 
wars as the final solution. The evidence' comes from the way how 
he c ri ti ci sed so heaui 11' the so ciologi s ts of hi s period for 
they failed to explain these facts to their people. 

Finally his recommendation of the idea of combining the 
teachings of La Science Sociale together with the teachings of 
La science spirituE!lle and his calI for more compassion and 
affection from the politicians in their approach to social 
conflicts, proues again his concern that he felt for his fellow 
people all his life and again his vision as we lAJitnE!SS today 
that the politicians and the like who are run out of ideas and 
solutions are also talking about the need for more compassion 
and sympathy when they make deals with each other ... 

But probably Prince Sabahaddin will be remt1mbered today not by 
his political works but with his contribution to the science of 
sociology as being the first man in Turkey to introduce the 
teachings of La Science Sociale. What made Science Sociale and 
Sabahaddin I s own version of Science Sociale (his soCiology) so 
significant was theJr elaboration of t.tIJO main types of social 
structure together with their associated types of their 
individual characteristics. 
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Bir hiHasa : 

Bu satlrlar1 istersenizmuhafaza buy~rabilirsiniz. 20 Subat .. 48 

Az1z ve alicenab meslekta~1m, 

Gerek evu~lk~ mektu.bu.m, gerekse bu seferkinin ictimaiyat 
~ahas1n~a 1htlva etb.g1 baz1 du~unceler dolaY1s1yIa sosyoloj 1 
11e ugrasan muhterem a~ina ue dostlarlnlzla-bir f1rsat 
dU~erse-et~afll ue samimi bir mudavele-i flkriyyede 
bulunmakllg1nlZ1 kaidevi bir te~ebbus telakki ediyorum. 
H~ss~t~n Rural Soc1010gie. meselesine dair. Ba~ka ilimlerin 
h1~blr1.nde kullanl.lmayan bir garip unvan justifie ise ortada 
hakiki bir ilm-i ictima yok. Fakat sadece' muhtelif ekollerin 
muhtelif nazariyeleri ue guuenilemiyecek metodlarla' yaptlkIar1 
kabataslak anketler var! . Neticesine varmak j.cab eder. Halbuki 

. siyans sosyalin metodlarl ve mUselsel ke&ifleri ictimai bir 
ilmin meucudiyetini sarahaten isbat ediyor. 

Bu binlerce sosyal reperkUsyonlar, sosyal bir tasnif va 
binaenaleyh ictimai te&ekkGller hakklnda bu ilmin ortaya 
koydugu hakikatleri bu ana kadar tanlyabildigim sosyolojik 
ekol1erin hi~birinde bulamadlm, fakattanlmadlklarlm elbette 
mevcud. SQphesiz bunlarl tetkik hassaten siyans sosyal'in 
tefevvukunu gos terme k baklmlndan elbette lazlmdlr. Bu i tibarla 
muhtelif soiyolojik ekol1erin mesai ue nazariyelerini 
vatandaslar'lna tanltan ve ictimaiyat lIe me&9ul olan munevver 
ve degerll~' vatanda~lar1.nlZln yazllarl ta kdirlere laYlkt1.r. (x) 
Fakat bunu dedikten sonra, tanlyamad191m yeni sosyolojilere 
-aksi isbat edilinceye kadar- ni~in emniyet edemedigimi iU sual 
ile bir kere daha telhisa~ arza cal1&aYlm! 

Amerika devlet adamlarl. Amerika efkar-l umumiyyesi hatta 
isvi,re gibibir iki kU~Dk demokratlk memleketler bir dereceye 
kadar istisna edilmek iartlyla (x) hemen bi.itun &ark ve garb 
mGnevverlerinin ekseriyeti, Alman ue Rus diktatorlGkleri 
araslndaki I 0 derin haslml191, ez cumle en koyu i~kenceciligi 
yuzbinlerce ve milyonlarca insanlara teimil etmegi bir meslek-i 
siyasi add ettiklerini goremiyecek, anlamlyacak. derecede # 

iaillacak bir korluk ve vicdanslzllga kaplldlklarl blr slrada 

(X) Bir ~sreceye kad~r_diyoru~. ca~kG_~~rada da bazan cehalet, 
bazen uicdanslzllk yuzunden d1.ktatorlugu seven, harb esnas~nda 
nazizimve ~ imdi de kominizm rej imlerine .tapl.nma~ suret~yle 
kendi memleketlerine ihanet eden epeyce tehllkel1. blr ekalllyet 
var. 
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(X) 

yerden mantar gibi tDreyan mDtenevvi sosyoloji ekolleri ve 
hassah~n Amerikal1. ictimaiyat doktorlar'1. ne yap1.yol~1.ardl. 
acaba? Ha!vard Universitesinde yahut §urada burada 
okutulan S1.yans Sosyal, onun ruhuna arzunuz vechi1.e nufuz 
e~ecek bir surette okutulabilseydi, Rural SocIology tabiri 
b~.le kullan?lamazd1.. Cunku bu tabir, talebenin ve diger 
m~neuverl~r1.n k1.S~-I. az~m:LnI aldatl.yor. Siyans Sosyali de 
b1.tmez. tuk~nmez 1.ct1.ma1.y8t nazariyelerinden birisi gibi 
te Iak k1. ett1. rmege s ebeb olabi.lir. Bu is e, ins aniyet u ~uncU 
bir harbe ve ~1.mdiye Kadar bir mislini daha goremedigi 
sosyal ve cihan§umul bir afete surDklenirken, mutenevvi 
sosyoloji alimlerinin(?!) ne vatanda~lar1.nl ne de diger 
hemcinslerini ikaz edemerneleriyle busbutun rneydana ~lkan 
bir hakikat olsa gerek! Cunku, bu muhayyel ictimaiyat 
alirnlerini _. layuhtilik davas1.na kalk1.§rnamakla beraber -
bizzat muhtac-1. ikfiz sanlyorum. 

X 

tkinci DDnya Harbi esnasInda Amerika ordusunun 
ba;: kumandanl olan Eisenhower I in daha ~imdiden u~Dncu bir 
dOnya harbine gidildigi, binaenaleyh Amerika ordusunu 
dagltmamak luzumu hakkInda uatanda§larInl, daldlklarl 0 
derin ve rnuhlik uykudan uyandIrmak maksadlyla ne§rettigi 
raporu elbette gormu§sunuzdur .... 

Tehlikenin en basit bir izlan ve vicdanla derha1. 
anla§llabilecek vehametini galiba ~ok ge~ anlayan bu eski 
kurnandan, davaslnda esas itibariyle elbette hak1.ldlr. 
CunkD Am~rika efkar-I umumiyesinin mQhim bir klsml goz 
onundq dur'an tehlikenin derec~~sini e1. I an an1.ayamadIklar1. 
i~in,{!!) Amerika ordusunu dagItmak suretiyle hem Kendi 
memleketlE!rini, hem de butDn dDnyaYl bir intihara sevk 
etmek istiyorlar. Onun i~in Einsenhower, raporunu Birls§ik 
Am~,rika hukumetinin de te§viki ile ne§r etmi§ olsa 
gerek... Fakat hangi sebebten olursa olsun hakikatin bir 
cuzlDnu soylediginden dolaYl takdire §Qphesiz laYlktlr. 
Yalnlz bunu soylerken yeni bir dunya harbinin sebebini 
hemen hemen dDnya efkar-l umumiyyesi ile birlikte (bir 
ideoloj i) farklna atf etmek gafletinde bulunuyor. Bu 
gafletle de hali maziye baglayamadlg1 eX) anla§llmlyormu? 

Bununla, 1914 harbini ve onu kazananlarln, kaybeden 
milletlere karll son derece cahilane ue zalimane muahedeli 
kasdediyorum. 0 muahedeleri, i~ilTlde~ kan a}lay~c~k b~r 
keder ue isyan issi ile takib etml§ oldugum l~ln .. hl~ 
olmazsa bir imada bulunma~a bir ha~klm o~sa gerek ... cunk~ 
o muahedelere sebeb olan halet-l ruhlYY? .u~ ~eh§~tl1 
gaflet I cehalet ve uicdanslz11k l ar dlr kl 1.klncl dunya 
harbini hazlrladl, ~imdi de bir O~QncQsOnQ haZlrI1yor 
kanaatindeyim. 
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Kremlinin tahakkumu altlna aldlgl memleketlerin 
hUkumetlel"inde (ideoloji) namlna hi!; bir 58y yok, yok, 
yok. Megerki en hazm edilmez yalanlar, en bariz 
hayd~tluklar... Hayvan viviseksiyon~nu ~imdi milkemmelen 
tetvlce gelen insan uiuiseksiyonlarl ideolojik daualar 
telakki edile!! .Hamak&tin son ifadesi!. 

1ki dilnya harbinden sonra sulhOn her zamandan ziyade 
uzakla~masl, ve yeni katliamlarln her zamandan ziyade 
yakla§masl, elbette bir ideoloji farklndan degil, fakat 
~UtUn insani¥etin !;oktan beri dUitOgu materyalizm 
u~urumuzun haklkatte bir izlan ue vicdan u!;urumu 
o~maslndan doguyor... Bu musibE!tten kurtulrnak i!;in yalnlz 
slyans sosyal ve ona mustenid ilm1 bir islahat 
konsepsiyonu da kif&yet etmez. Bugilnkil uniuersitelerde 
okutulan ilirnlerin hi!; birisi maddeyi yarat.an espirinin, 
okillt manada, varllglndan haberdar 01mad19l ue bu 
ilimlerden bazl1arlnln mOtehasslslarl §uursuzca 
birbirinden kahir, fe18ket ke§iflerine daldlklarl i!;in 
maddi ilimleri manev1si ile, hakiki espr1 ilmiyle 
tarnarnlarnak icap E:1trnek icab etmez mi? .. Hatt.a bugOn t.edr1s 
edih1n dinlerde bi1e ne (espr1) bi1gisi uar, ne de rnanev1 
alemlE!r vukufu!... Halbuki §uur ve morali t.e seuiyelerinin 
yukse1ebilrnesi i!;in deur-i hazlrda bu vukuf elzem 
gorilnuyor! 

x 

Mantlk1 ve hatt.a (okult.) ihtirnallere gorE!, kat kat daha 
feci bir" t.arzda ba§lamak uzere zahiren bit.rni§ gorunen son 
harpte, Alman ordusunun bozulrnaslna sebeb olan amillerin 
ba§1~~a1arl meyanlnda bittab1 nazilerin hamakatleri 
harlC1.nde, Alrnanlar:r.n hava kuvuetlerinin, harbin sonlarlna 
dogru kaybe tme1.eri ue § lmendi f erin dairni bi r bornbardlman 
tesiri alt.lnda h&k1le yeksan olmalar1. ve nihayet ordu 
sevkiyatlnl gereken suratle yapamamalarl oldugu besbelli 
hakikatlerden birisi degilmidir. 

Fakat bundan eski vatanlm acaba ibret alabildi mi? 
Aldlysa, icabeden derinlikte yeraltl ;'lmendiferleri ve 
halkln ilk hucumda katliama ugrarnarnasl i!;in milkemmel yer 
alt1. §ehirleri ve buyDk ol!;ude .kuflenmeyecek bir tarzdc:! 
'jer al tl zahire anbarlarl us ilh. hazlrlamaya ~all§masl 
ilk vazi felerinden birisi idi. Bunun yaparnadlnl 
sanlyorsam, in~aAllah aldanlyorurndur aziz dostum .... Fakat 
Turkiye I nin ne kadar elzem .olurs8: ol~un saYllan ~ed~irler~ 
alma~a yine kendi gafletl netlcesl olarak, lstltaat-l 
maliyesi katiyyen mUs&it de~il. Bu takdirde Amerikanln 
yardufI1na ;.iddetle muhta!;dlr. Bu mutasavver yardlrr~. rnahud 
yuz milyon dolarllk ku~uk bir avansla yapllamaz. YuzlercE! 
milyonluk d01ar daha ~aZlm. Bu yardlml ~as1retli bi~ 
~ekilde yapmak sa, Amerlkal11alnoln da en basl.t rnenfaatler10 
j calndlr ama k8fi derecede an1adlklarl yok! Blnaen aleyh 
TOlnkiYE:~, Ruslar taraflndan manlz olabilecegi .i1k hDcumda 
mahvolmak istemiyorsa, hakll dauaslnl Arnerlka efkar-l 
umumiyyesinc, (metodikman). vukuf, dirayet ve feraset1e 
anlatma~a ca1.1~masl gerekmezmiydi. 
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Fakat bunca Y1.ldan beri mehafil-i siyasiyye sizler'i bile 
Amerikaya g6ndermek va memleket lehine faideli bir suretle 
~al1.~abilmekliginiz i.!;in lilzumu derecesinde ikdar etmege 
bir' turlil yana~amadl. Aldanmiyorsam," bu sO-I niyet dE!gil, 
ya1nlz bir takdirsizlik ve tehlikeyi' oldugu gibi 
gorC::lTlemekten dogma bir arna-1. fikri neticesi olsa gerek! 
Fakat siz de bu derece sevdiginiz rnilletinizi, tamamen 
haYlrhah-1. oldugunuz hOkilmetini ve dayandlg1. f1.rka 
erkan1.nl azami hayati menfaatleri namlna tenvire 
call~abilmek rnaksad1.yla, acaba muntazam bir salye giri§mek 
imkanl.n1. bulabildiniz mi? Yoksa fazla bir tevazu ile ve 
istisna haricinde silkilt mu ettiniz? ., 8i ttabii 
bilmiyorurn .... Herhalde aziz vatan1.n1.z1a birlikte ai1eten 
hakiki bir saadete kavuimakl1.g1nlZ1. biltOn kalbiyle 6zleyen 
ve en derin hOrmet ve telekkilrlerinin yeniden kabOlilnil 
ricaya gelen minnettar.rneslekta&lnlz. 

*(There is also the below note on the edge of the first page) 

Unutrnayah.m 1<1 Bollevi.klel~le ilk askeri ittifak1. akd eden 
(daima evvelki harbe giri&mek yOzOnden) c~mhuriyet 
TOrkiyesi olmu§tu. 
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Kisa bir izah 

Ahmed Emin Bey Efendinin meuzubahs olan makalesinin bir cOmlesi 
dolaYls1yla arz edeyim ki, ben hi~ bir zaman HOrriyet ve itil&f 
flrkasln~ girmemiitim. Bu partinin ba;;lna ge~mek i~in uuku 
b~la~ mukerrer lsrarlara ra~men de beyan-i itizar ettim. 
H::q;blr~ey s,:TklTLayacaglndan emin oldugum iein! Arkadailar'~Lmdan 
bazllarlnln eski HDrriyet ve itil&f partisine intisap etmi;; 
olduklarl elbette do~rudur. Fakat bir taraftan sahsi ve ictim&1 
hOrriyeti mOdafaa ederken, di~er taraftan en ya~ln dostlarlmln, 
hatta efrad-l ailemin bile serbest kararlarlna mOdahaleye 
kalkliamazdlm. Bu fiklnirnce bir tenakuz olurdu. :tnsanln dLi;;Once 
yahud kanaatled.ni mOdafaya koyulmasl ba;;ka, dig~~rlerinin 
hOrriyetlerine ~Listebid&ne bir iekilde mOdahaleye kalkl;;masl da 
bamba;;ka(hr kanatindeyim. Maziye ait bir hatH'a kabilinden arz 
edeyim ki I I-lOlnriyet ve :i:til&f Partisi en parlak gorunen bir 
devrinde siyasi bir ziyafet tertib etmi;; ve ona iitiraklm rica 
edilmi;;ti. (Amikalman) reddettim. Bu red Ostune ittahat~llardan 
hususi tebrikler yagmi;;ti. obOr taraftan da hiddet ve isyan I 

Fikrimce ikisi de mOs&vi. Neticede mahud ziyafete bOrokrasi 
mOrnessili ve gorenek esiri olan Karnil Paia riyaset .etti. Bu (I 

zamanki gazeteler'de ~iredilmi§ bir hadisedir. Meslek-i :i:ctim&i 
mensuplarinin hepsi bilirlerki sosyal teiekkOI ListOnde ilmi bir 
vukuf ve metodik bir terbiye sayesinde tesir edecek esasli bir 
islahat ~onsepsiyonuna dayanrnadan sadece politik gayeler takip 
eden partilerin hi~birisi, &zami bir hQsnOniyetle de olsa 
komini taln bir memleketi kurtaramazlar. Bu zavalli memleketler I 

arasira rnuvakkat bir refaha eri§seler bile erge~ yine de 
beceriksizlik ceryanina iik&r olurlar. Bundan dolayi degilmidir 
ki, dOnya. vavai yava;; O~OncQ bir harb-i umumiye dogru 
surOklenip gicliyor. Fakat gOnOn birinde VB bi ttabii uzun bir 
zaman SOnlna bir taraftan siyans sosyal VB diger taraftan da 
IIS cience Spr'ituelle"clen pogan hakiki bir vukufa m&lik bir parU. 
dogar ise, 0 VE! yalniz 0, mOsbet bir ii gorebilir. ;>uphesiz 
musbet ve tanzimk&r iiler goren memleketler mevcut ama, onlarin 
f&ikiyetleri siyasi partilerden degil, hayat-i hususiyelerinin 
ustOnlOgOnden doguyor. Yalniz bu ustunluk mOtemacliyen sOrecek 
mi? Eger sosyal ve moral yOksekligi yaratan sebebler ;;uur 
sahasina girerse bu ustunluk devam eder. Aksi takdirde bu 
ustunlOk deuam edemaz zannindayim. Takriben otuz sene euvel 
(Mihver-i hayatlmlZ mLitefessih bir garaza degil, alem;;.Omul. bir 
muhabbet olmalidir) diyen bir adam elbette ba~ka blr hlsle 
mOsehassis olamazdi. Siyasetin her memlekette moraliteye ve 
sempatiye dayanmasi luzumuna kani olmakla beraber burada 
mevzubahs olan 0 de~il, mLinhasiran insaniyet. 

Note: In 
subject 

this It::~tter th(~ main part which 
was 
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